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Introduction to motives
Sujatha Ramdorai and Jorge Plazas
With an appendix by Matilde Marcolli
Abstract.
This article is based on the lectures of the same tittle given by the first author during
the instructional workshop of the program “number theory and physics” at ESI Vienna
during March 2009. An account of the topics treated during the lectures can be found
in [24] where the categorical aspects of the theory are stressed. Although naturally
overlapping, these two independent articles serve as complements to each other. In the
present article we focus on the construction of the category of pure motives starting
from the category of smooth projective varieties. The necessary preliminary material is
discussed. Early accounts of the theory were given in Manin [21] and Kleiman [19], the
material presented here reflects to some extent their treatment of the main aspects of the
theory. We also survey the theory of endomotives developed in [5], this provides a link
between the theory of motives and tools from quantum statistical mechanics which play
an important role in results connecting number theory and noncommutative geometry.
An extended appendix (by Matilde Marcolli) further elaborates these ideas and reviews
the role of motives in noncommutative geometry.
Introduction
Various cohomology theories play a central role in algebraic geometry, these co-
homology theories share common properties and can in some cases be related by
specific comparison morphisms. A cohomology theory with coefficients in a ring
R is given by a contra-variant functor H from the category of algebraic varieties
over a field k to the category of graded R-algebras (or more generally to a R-linear
tensor category). The functor H should satisfy certain properties, in particular
algebraic cycles on a variety X should give rise to elements in H(X) and the
structure of algebraic cycles on X together with their intersection product should
be reflected in the structure of H(X). E´tale cohomology, de Rham cohomology,
Betti cohomology and crystalline cohomology are examples of cohomology theo-
ries. Abstracting the formal properties shared by these cohomology theories leads
to the notion of a Weil cohomology theory for which the above theories provide
examples.
The idea of a universal cohomology theory for algebraic varieties led Grothendieck
to the formulation of the theory of motives. Heuristically speaking, given an al-
gebraic variety X over a field k, the motive of X should be an essential object
underlying the structure shared by H(X) for various cohomology theories and
therefore containing the arithmetic information encoded by algebraic cycles on
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X. In order to develop a theory of motives, one should then construct a contra-
variant functor h from the category of algebraic varieties over k to a categoryM(k)
through which any cohomology theory will factor. Thus for any Weil cohomology
theory H, there should be a realization functor ΥH defined onM(k) such that for
any algebraic variety X one has H(X) = ΥH(h(X)).
In these notes we will concentrate on motives of smooth projective varieties
over an arbitrary base field k, these are called pure motives. The construction
of the category of pure motives depends on the choice of an equivalence relation
on algebraic cycles on varieties over k. We summarize here the main steps of
this construction leaving the details to Chapter 2. Given such an equivalence
relation ∼ satisfying certain properties, it is possible to enlarge the class of mor-
phisms in the category of smooth projective varieties over k in order to include
∼-correspondences thereby linearizing it to an additive category Corr∼(k). By
taking the pseudo-abelian envelope of Corr∼(k) one obtains the category of ef-
fective motives over k, denoted by Moteff∼ (k). The product in the category of
varieties induces a tensor structure in Moteff∼ (k) with identity 1k corresponding
to Spec(k). The projective line P1k decomposes in Mot
eff
∼ (k) as 1k⊕Lk where Lk
is the Lefschetz motive. The category of pure motives Mot∼(k) is obtained from
Moteff∼ (k) by formally inverting Lk. The functor h from the category of smooth
projective varieties over k to Mot∼(k) obtained by composition of the above em-
beddings is called the functor of motivic cohomology. Some of the properties of the
category Mot∼(k) and the extend to which the category depends on the choice
of ∼ remain largely conjectural. Particular conjectures relating algebraic cycles
to cohomology theories, known as the standard conjectures, were introduced by
Grothendieck in the sixties partly aiming at giving the basis for the theory of mo-
tives (see [20]). The validity of these conjectures would in particular imply that
the functor h is itself a cohomology theory.
The contents of the paper are as follows. After recalling the necessary back-
ground in Chapter 1 we review the main steps of the construction of the category
of pure motives in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 is devoted to Artin motives. A quick
view of more advanced topics in Chapter 4 precedes a review of the theory of
endomotives in Chapter 5. The second part of the article consists of an extended
appendix (by Matilde Marcolli) surveying the role of motives in noncommutative
geometry.
1 Preliminaries
Throughout this section we fix a base field k.
1.1 Cycles and correspondences. Let X be an smooth projective variety over
k. A prime algebraic cycle on X is by definition a closed irreducible subvariety of
X. Denote by C(X) the free abelian group generated by prime algebraic cycles
on X and by Cr(X) the subgroup of C(X) generated by prime algebraic cycles
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of codimension r in X. An element Z ∈ C(X) is called an algebraic cycle, if
Z ∈ Cr(X) we say that Z is an algebraic cycle of codimension r on X. Any
cycle Z ∈ Cr(X) can therefore be written as a finite formal linear combination
Z =
∑
niZi where ni ∈ Z and each Zi is a closed irreducible subvariety of X of
codimension r.
Let Z1 and Z2 be two prime cycles on X. We say that Z1 and Z2 intersect
properly if codim(Z1 ∩ Z2) = codim(Z1) + codim(Z2). In this case we can define
an algebraic cycle Z1 •Z2 of codimension codim(Z1) + codim(Z2) on X as a linear
combination of the irreducible components of Z1∩Z2 with coefficients given by the
intersection multiplicities (cf. [12]). More generally two algebraic cycles Z1, Z2 ∈
C(X) intersect properly if every prime cycle in Z1 intersects properly with every
prime cycle in Z2 in which case we obtain a well defined cycle Z1 • Z2 extending
by linearity the above definition.
The intersection product • gives a partially defined multiplication from Cr(X)×
Cr
′
(X) to Cr+r
′
(X) which is compatible with the abelian group structure on
C(X). In oder to obtain a graded ring starting from cycles and reflecting the
geometric properties of their intersections it is necessary to impose an appropriate
equivalence relation in such a way that • induces a well defined multiplication.
There are various possible choices for such an equivalence relation leading to cor-
responding rings of cycles. Before analyzing these in a more systematic way it is
useful to study the functoriality properties of algebraic cycles.
Let ϕ : X → Y be a morphism between two smooth projective varieties over k.
Let Z be a prime cycle on X. Since ϕ is proper W = ϕ(Z) is a closed irreducible
subvariety of Y . If dimZ = dimW then the function field k(Z) is a finite extension
of k(W ). Let d = [k(Z) : k(W )] be the degree of the extension k(W ) ↪→ k(Z) if
dimZ = dimW and set d = 0 otherwise. Then the map ϕ∗ : Z 7→ dW extends by
linearity to a group homomorphism
ϕ∗ : Cr(X)→ Cr+(n−m)(Y )
where m = dimX and n = dimY . We call ϕ∗ the push-forward of ϕ.
For ϕ as above let Γ(ϕ) ⊂ X × Y denote the graph subvariety of ϕ. If W is a
cycle in Y such that (X×W )•Γ(ϕ) is defined we identify this product with a cycle
Z = ϕ∗(W ) on X via the isomorphism X ' Γ(ϕ). If W is a prime cycle on Y then
ϕ∗(W ) is a linear combination of the irreducible components of ϕ−1(W ). Moreover,
if ϕ is flat of constant relative dimension then ϕ∗(W ) = ϕ−1(W ). The operator
ϕ∗ is linear and multiplicative whenever the appropriate cycles are defined. We
call ϕ∗ the pull-back of ϕ.
The two maps ϕ∗ and ϕ∗ are related by the projection formula
ϕ∗(ϕ∗(W ) • Z) = W • ϕ∗(Z)
which holds for any cycles Z on X and W on Y for which ϕ∗(W )•Z and W •ϕ∗(Z)
are defined.
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Let ∼ be an equivalence relation defined on algebraic cycles on smooth projec-
tive varieties over k. The equivalence relation ∼ is called adequate if it satisfies
the following properties (cf. [23, 19, 16]):
• The equivalence relation ∼ is compatible with addition of cycles.
• If Z1 and Z2 are two algebraic cycles on X then there exists a cycle Z ′2 ∈
C(X) such that Z2 ∼ Z ′2 and Z1 intersects properly with Z ′2.
• Let X and Y be two smooth projective varieties over k. Denote by pr2 the
projection morphism from X × Y to Y . Let Z be a cycle on X and W be
a cycle on X × Y such that W • (Z × Y ) is defined. Then Z ∼ 0 in C(X)
implies (pr2)∗(W • (Z × Y )) ∼ 0 in C(Y ).
In short ∼ is an adequate equivalence relation if pull-back, push-forward and
intersection of cycles are well defined modulo ∼. If ∼ is an adequate equivalence
relation on cycles then for any smooth projective variety X over k the residue
classes of ∼ form a ring under intersection product:
A∼(X) := C(X)/ ∼
=
⊕
r
Ar∼(X) , where A
r
∼(X) := C
r(X)/ ∼
Given a morphism ϕ : X → Y of smooth projective varieties the pull-back and
push-forward operations on cycles induce a multiplicative operator
ϕ∗ : A∼(Y )→ A∼(X)
and an additive operator
ϕ∗ : Ar∼(X)→ Ar+(n−m)∼ (Y )
where m = dimX and n = dimY .
Example 1.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over k. Two cycles Z1 and
Z2 on X are said to be rationally equivalent if there exists an algebraic cycle W
on X × P1 such that Z1 is the fiber of W over 0 and Z2 is the fiber of W over 1.
We denote the resulting equivalence relation on cycles by ∼rat. The fact that ∼rat
is an adequate equivalence relation is a consequence of Chow’s moving lemma (see
[19, 12]). For a variety X the ring Arat(X) is called the Chow ring of X.
Example 1.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety over k. Two cycles Z1 and
Z2 on X are said to be algebraically equivalent if there exists an irreducible curve
T over k and a cycle W on X × T such that Z1 is the fiber of W over t1 and
Z2 is the fiber of W over t2 for two points t1, t2 ∈ T . We denote the resulting
equivalence relation on cycles by ∼alg. As above ∼alg is an adequate equivalence
relation.
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Example 1.3. Let H be a Weil cohomology theory on smooth projective varieties
over k with coefficients in a field F of characteristic 0 (see Section 1.2). Let X be
a smooth projective variety over k with corresponding cycle class map clX . Two
cycles Z1, Z2 ∈ Cr(X) are said to be homologically equivalent with respect to H
if clX(Z1) = clX(Z2). We denote the resulting equivalence relation on cycles by
∼hom. Homological equivalence is an adequate equivalence relation for any Weil
cohomology theory.
Example 1.4. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over k. Two
cycles Z1, Z2 ∈ Cr(X) are said to be numerically equivalent if for any W ∈
Cn−r(X) for which Z1 •W and Z2 •W are defined we have Z1 •W = Z2 •W . We
denote the resulting equivalence relation on cycles by ∼num. Numerical equivalence
is an adequate equivalence relation.
Remark 1.5. (cf. [19, 16]) Let X be a smooth projective variety over k. Given any
adequate equivalence relation ∼ on algebraic cycles on smooth projective varieties
over k there exist canonical morphisms:
Arat(X)→ A∼(X)
and
A∼(X)→ Anum(X) .
Rational equivalence is therefore the finest adequate equivalence relation for alge-
braic cycles on smooth projective varieties over k. Likewise numerical equivalence
is the coarsest (non-zero) adequate equivalence relation for algebraic cycles on
smooth projective varieties over k.
The following simple result will be used later (see [19, 21]):
Lemma 1.6. Let ∼ be an adequate equivalence relation on algebraic cycles on
smooth projective varieties over k. Choose a rational point in P1k and denote by e
its class modulo ∼. Then
A∼(P1k) = Z ⊕ Ze
1.2 Weil cohomology theories. Denote by V(k) the category of smooth pro-
jective varieties over k. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and denote by GrAlgF
the category of graded F -algebras. Consider a contravariant functor
H : V(k)op → GrAlgF
X 7→ H(X) =
⊕
r≥0
Hr(X)
For any morphism ϕ : X → Y in V(k) denote H(ϕ) : H(Y ) → H(X) by ϕ∗.
Assume moreover that there exists a covariant operator from morphisms ϕ : X →
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Y to linear maps ϕ∗ : H(X) → H(Y ). The fact that we use the same notations
than for the induced pull-back and push-forward maps at the level of cycles should
not cause any confusion. A functor H as above is a Weil cohomology theory with
coefficients in F if it satisfies the following properties (cf. [19]):
• Given a variety X in V(k) the space Hr(X) is finite dimensional for any
r ≥ 0. If r > 2 dimX then Hr(X) = 0.
• Let P = Spec(k). Then there exists an isomorphism a : H(P )→ F .
• For any morphism ϕ : X → Y in V(k) and any x ∈ H(X), y ∈ H(Y ) the
projection formula
ϕ∗(ϕ∗(y)x) = yϕ∗(x)
holds.
• For any X and Y in V(k):
H(X q Y ) ' H(X)⊕H(Y )
• For any X and Y in V(k) the Kunneth formula:
H(X × Y ) ' H(X)⊗H(Y )
holds.
• For any X in V(k) let ϕX : P = Spec(k) → X be the structure morphism
and define the degree map 〈 〉 : H(X)→ F as the composition a ◦ϕ∗X . Then
the pairing
H(X)⊗H(X) → F
x1 ⊗ x2 7→ 〈x1x2〉
is nondegenerate.
• For every smooth projective variety over k there exists a group homomor-
phism clX : C(X)→ H(X), the cycle class map, satisfying:
(1) The map:
clSpec(k) : C(Spec(k)) ' Z→ H(Spec(k)) ' F
is the canonical homomorphism.
(2) For any morphism ϕ : X → Y in V(k) its pull-back and push-forward
commute with the cycle class map:
ϕ∗clY = clXϕ∗
ϕ∗clX = clY ϕ∗
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(3) Let X and Y be varieties in V(k), let Z ∈ C(X) and W ∈ C(Y ). Then
clXqY (Z qW ) = clX(Z)⊕ clY (W )
clX×Y (Z ×W ) = clX(Z)⊗ clY (W )
Example 1.7. Let k be a field of characteristic zero together with an embedding
k ↪→ C. The Betti cohomology of a variety X in V(k) is defined as the singular
cohomology of X(C) with coefficients in Q. Betti cohomology is a Weil cohomology
theory with coefficients in Q.
Example 1.8. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. The de Rham cohomology of
a variety X over k can be defined in terms of the hypercohomology of its algebraic
de Rham complex (see [14]). De Rham cohomology is a Weil cohomology theory
with coefficients in k.
Example 1.9. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let l 6= p be a prime
number. The e´tale cohomology of a variety X in V(k) is defined as the l-adic
cohomology of X ×Spec(k) Spec(k¯). E´tale cohomology is a Weil cohomology theory
with coefficients in Ql.
Example 1.10. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Crystalline cohomology
was introduced by Grothendieck and developed by Berthelot as a substitute for l-
adic e´tale cohomology in the l = p case (see [15]). Let W (k) be the ring of Witt
vectors with coefficients in k and let FWitt(k) be its field of fractions. Crystalline
cohomology is a Weil cohomology theory with coefficients in FWitt(k).
Remark 1.11. It is possible to define cohomology theories in a more general
setting where the functor H takes values on a linear tensor category C. Properties
analogous to the aforementioned ones should then hold. In particular H should be
a symmetric monoidal functor from V(k) to C where we view V(k) as a symmetric
monoidal category with product X × Y = X ×Speck Y (this is just the Kunneth
formula).
1.3 Correspondences. Let ∼ be a fixed adequate equivalence relation on alge-
braic cycles on smooth projective varieties over k.
Definition 1.12. Let X and Y be two varieties in V(k). An element f ∈ A∼(X×
Y ) is called a correspondence between X and Y .
Note that this definition depends on the choice of the adequate equivalence
relation ∼.
Given varieties X1, X2 and X3 denote by
pri,j : X1 ×X2 ×X3 → Xi ×Xj 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3
the projection morphisms. Given two correspondences f ∈ A∼(X1 × X2) and
g ∈ A∼(X2 ×X3) we define their composition as the correspondence:
g ◦ f = pr1,3 ∗(pr∗1,2(f) pr∗2,3(g)) ∈ A∼(X1 ×X3)
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It can be shown that composition of correspondences is associative for any adequate
equivalence relation (cf. [21]).
For a variety X in V(k) we denote by ∆X the class of the diagonal cycle X ↪→
X ×X in A∼(X ×X). If X and Y are two varieties in V(k) and f ∈ A∼(X × Y ),
g ∈ A∼(Y ×X) are correspondences then:
f ◦∆X = f , ∆X ◦ g = g
Thus ∆X behaves as the identity with respect to composition of correspondences.
For any morphism ϕ : X → Y denote by Γ˜ϕ the correspondence in A∼(X×Y )
given by the class of the cycle Γϕ ↪→ X × Y given by the graph of ϕ.
2 From varieties to pure motives
As in the previous section let k be a fixed base field and denote by V(k) the
category of smooth projective varieties over k. Throughout this section we fix
an adequate equivalence relation ∼ for algebraic cycles on varieties in V(k). In
this section we will use the formalism developed in Section 1.3 to “linearize” the
category V(k).
2.1 Linearization. Correspondences between varieties possess all the formal
properties of morphisms, we can therefore construct a new category whose ob-
jects correspond to smooth projective varieties over k but whose morphisms are
given by correspondences. Since cycles modulo an adequate equivalence relation
form an abelian group, the category thus obtained will have the advantage of being
an additive category.
Given two varieties X and Y in V(k) we set
Corr∼(X,Y ) =
⊕
i
AdimXi∼ (X × Y )
where Xi are the irreducible components of X.
Definition 2.1. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. We define Corr∼(k, F ), the
category of correspondences over k with coefficients in F , as the category whose
objects are smooth projective varieties over k:
Obj(Corr∼(k, F )) = Obj(V(k))
and whose morphisms are given by:
HomCorr∼(k,F )(X,Y ) = Corr∼(X,Y )⊗ F
Composition of morphisms is given by composition of correspondences. The iden-
tity morphism in HomCorr(k)(X,X) is given by the correspondence ∆X .
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It follows from the definitions that given any adequate equivalence relation ∼
for algebraic cycles on varieties in V(k) the category Corr∼(k, F ) is an F -linear
category. We denote Corr∼(k,Q) by Corr∼(k) and refer to it simply as the
category of correspondences over k.
The category V(k) can be faithfully embedded into the category Corr∼(k, F )
via the contravariant functor
h : V(k) → Corr∼(k, F )
which acts as the identity on objects and sends a morphism ϕ : Y → X in V(k) to
the correspondence Γ˜ϕ in HomCorr∼(k,F )(X,Y ) (see 1.3). We denote therefore by
h(X) a smooth projective variety X when considered as an object in Corr∼(k, F ).
The product of varieties in V(k) induces a tensor structure in the category
Corr∼(k, F ) via:
h(X)⊗ h(Y ) = h(X × Y )
turning Corr∼(k, F ) into a F -linear tensor category with identity object given by
1k := h(Speck).
2.2 Pseudo-abelianization. The category Corr∼(k, F ) obtained in Section 2.1,
although being F -linear, is still far from abelian. In particular not every idempo-
tent morphism in Corr∼(k, F ) corresponds to a direct sum decomposition of the
underlying object. In this section, we will formally add the kernels of idempotent
morphisms in Corr∼(k, F ) in order to obtain a pseudo-abelian category. As this
formal procedure can be carried out for any additive category, we start this section
by describing it in this generality.
Definition 2.2. An additive category A is called pseudo-abelian if for any object
A in A and any idempotent endomorphism p = p2 ∈ HomA(A,A) there exist a
kernel ker p and the canonical morphism:
ker p⊕ ker (idA − p) → A
is an isomorphism.
Given any additive category D, it is possible to construct a pseudo-abelian
category D˜ into which D embeds fully faithfully via a functor
ΨD : D → D˜
which is universal in the sense that given any additive functor F : D → A where
A is a pseudo-abelian category there exists an additive functor F˜ : D˜ → A such
that the functors G and F˜ΨD are equivalent.
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The category D˜ is obtained by formally adding kernels of idempotent endo-
morphisms in D. Objects in the category D˜ are given by pairs (D, p) where D is
an object in D and p = p2 ∈ HomD(D,D) is an idempotent endomorphism:
Obj(D˜) = {(D, p) | D ∈ Obj(D), p = p2 ∈ HomD(D,D)}
If (D, p) and (D′, p′) are objects in D˜ we define HomD˜((D, p), (D′, p′)) to be the
quotient group
{f ∈ HomD(D,D′) such that fp = p′f}
{f ∈ HomD(D,D′) such that fp = p′f = 0}
Composition of morphisms is induced from composition of morphisms in D. The
category thus obtained is a pseudo-abelian category and the functor given on
objects by
ΨD : D 7→ (D, idD)
and sending a morphism f ∈ HomD(D,D′) to its class in HomD(D,D′)/(0) is
fully faithful and satisfies the above universal property.
We call D˜ the pseudo-abelian envelope of D (also sometimes referred to as the
idempotent completion of D, or the Karoubi envelope D). If the category D is an
F -linear category for a field F then D˜ is an F -linear pseudo-abelian category. If
the category D has an internal tensor product ⊗ then the product
(D, p)⊗ (D′, p′) = (D ⊗D′, p⊗ p′)
is an internal tensor product on D˜.
Definition 2.3. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. The category of effective
motives over k with coefficients in F , denoted by Moteff∼ (k, F ), is the pseudo-
abelian envelope of the category Corr∼(k, F ).
As above we denote Moteff∼ (k,Q) by Mot
eff
∼ (k) and refer to its objects sim-
ply as effective motives over k. The category Moteff∼ (k, F ) is by construction a
pseudo-abelian F -linear tensor category.
We can extend the functor h from V(k) to Corr∼(k, F ) to a functor from V(k)
to Moteff∼ (k, F ) by composing it with the canonical embedding ΨCorr∼(k,F ), we
denote the functor thus obtained also by h.
Spelling out the definition of the pseudo-abelian envelope in this particular
case, we see that effective motives over k can be represented as pairs
(h(X), p)
where X is a smooth projective variety over k and p ∈ Corr(X,X) ⊗ F is an
idempotent correspondence. Since for any such idempotent we have
ker p⊕ ker (∆X − p) = h(X)
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in Moteff∼ (k, F ), we see that effective motives over k are essentially given by direct
factors of smooth projective varieties over k.
Consider the case of P1k. Let e be as in lemma Lemma 1.6, then the correspon-
dence (1× e) ∈ Corr(P1k,P1k) is idempotent. We define the Lefschetz motive over
k to be the effective motive given by:
Lk = (h(P1k), (1× e));
in particular we get a decomposition of P1k in Mot
eff
∼ (k, F ) of the form:
h(P1k) = 1k ⊕ L
where as above we take 1k = h(Spec(k)). More generally, we obtain a decomposi-
tion of r-dimensional projective space over k as
h(Pr) = 1⊕ Lk ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lrk
where
Lik = Lk ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lk i times.
It can also be shown that an irreducible curve X in V(k) admits a decomposition
in Moteff∼ (k, F ) of the form:
h(X) = 1⊕ h1(X)⊕ Lk.
2.3 Inversion. Tensoring with the Lefschetz motive induces a functor
M 7−→ M ⊗ Lk
f 7−→ f ⊗ idLk
from the category Moteff∼ (k, F ) to itself. This functor is fully faithful. In partic-
ular, given two effective motives M and M ′ and integers n,m,N with N ≥ n,m
the F -vector space
HomMoteff∼ (k,F ))(M ⊗ LN−mk ,M ′ ⊗ LN−nk )
is independent of the choice of N . This can be used to obtain the category of pure
motives from the category of effective motives by formally inverting the element Lk.
More precisely, define the category of pure motives Mot∼(k, F ) as the category
whose objects are given by pairs (M,n) where M is an effective motive and m is
an integer
Obj(Mot∼(k, F )) = {(M,m) |M ∈ Obj(Moteff∼ (k, F )),m ∈ Z}
and whose morphisms are given by:
HomMot∼(k,F )((M,m), (M
′, n)) = HomMoteff∼ (k,F ))(M ⊗ LN−mk ,M ′ ⊗ LN−nk )
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where N ≥ n,m. As above we let Mot∼(k,Q) = Mot∼(k).
The category Mot∼(k, F ) has a tensor product given by
(M,m)⊗ (M ′, n) = (M ⊗M ′,m+ n).
We can embed the category of effective motives Moteff∼ (k, F )) as a subcategory
of Mot∼(k, F ) via the functor:
M 7−→ (M, 0).
As before we denote by h the functor from V(k) to Mot∼(k, F ) induced by the
above embedding.
Denote by Tk the object (1k,−1) in Mot∼(k, F ) and write Tnk for (1k,−n),
n ∈ Z. Then T0k = 1k and there is a canonical isomorphism:
T−1k = Lk.
The element Tk is called the Tate motive. Tk plays a role analogous to the Tate
module in l-adic cohomology. We define
M(n) = M ⊗ Tnk (“Tate twisting”).
Any pure motive can be written as M(n) for an effective motive M and an integer
n. It can be shown (see [11]) that for any smooth projective variety X there are
canonical isomorphisms:
Ar∼(X)⊗ F ' HomMot∼(k,F )(1k, h(X)(r)).
As mentioned in the Introduction some of the properties of the category Mot∼(k)
and the extent to which it depends on the choice of ∼ remain largely conjectural.
We end this section with an important result due to Jannsen in the case ∼ is
numerical equivalence on cycles (Example 1.4).
Theorem 2.4 (Jannsen [17]). The category Motnum(k, F ) is a semi-simple F -
linear, rigid tensorial category.
3 Artin motives
Artin motives are motives of zero dimensional varieties, already at this level var-
ious facets of the theory make their appearance and some of the richness of the
underlying structures manifests itself. In a sense which we will make more precise,
the theory of Artin motives can be considered as a linearization of Galois theory.
Let V0(k) be the subcategory of V(k) consisting of varieties of dimension 0 over
k. Objects in V0(k) are given by spectra of finite k-algebras;
Obj(V0(k)) = {X ∈ Obj(V(k)) |X = Spec(A), dimkA <∞}
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Fix a separable closure ksep of k. Then for any X = Spec(A) ∈ Obj(V0(k)) the
absolute Galois group Gk = Gal(k
sep/k) acts continuously on the set of algebraic
points of X:
X(ksep) = Homk−alg(A, ksep).
The action of Gk commutes with morphisms in V0(k) since these are given by
rational maps. Taking algebraic points induces then a functor
X 7−→ X(ksep)
between V0(k) and the category F0(Gk) consisting of finite sets endowed with a
continuous Gk-action. The fact that this functor is an equivalence of categories is
essentially a restatement of the main theorem of Galois theory. The inverse functor
maps a finite Gk-set I ∈ Obj(F0(Gk)) to the spectrum of the ring of Gk-invariant
functions from I to ksep. This equivalence of categories is usually referred as the
Grothendieck–Galois correspondence.
The category of Artin motives Mot0(k, F ), is by definition the subcategory
of Mot∼(k, F ) spanned by objects of the form h(X) for X ∈ Obj(V0(k)). It is
important to note that since any adequate equivalence relation on algebraic cycles
on varieties in V(k) becomes trivial when restricted to V0(k), this definition does
not depend on the choice of ∼. Also, since the Lefschetz motive corresponds to
the decomposition of the one dimensional variety P1k there is no need to take into
account the twisting by Tk. The category Mot0(k, F ) is therefore the pseudo-
abelian envelope of the category of correspondences of zero dimensional varieties
Corr0(k, F ), whose objects are given by varieties in V0(k) and whose morphisms
are given by:
HomCorr0(k,F )(X,Y ) = C
0(X × Y )⊗ F.
A correspondence between two varieties X and Y in V0(k) (with coefficients in F )
is thus given by a formal linear combination of connected components of X × Y
with coefficients in F . By taking characteristic functions we may identify such
a correspondence with a Gk-invariant function from X(k
sep) × Y (ksep) to F .
Composition of correspondences becomes matrix multiplication and passing to
the pseudo–abelian envelope we get an equivalence of categories:
Mot0(k, F ) ' Rep(Gk, F )
where Rep(Gk, F ) is the category of finite dimensional F -representations of the
group Gk. The functor of motivic cohomology restricted to dimension zero is then
given by
h : X 7→ FX(ksep)
where X ∈ Obj(V0(k)) and the F -vector space FX(ksep) is endowed with the
natural Gk-action. The category Mot
0(k, F ) has a rich structure coming from the
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fact that it can be identified with the category of representations of a group, the
corresponding properties encoded thereby correspond to the fact that Mot0(k, F )
is a Tannakian category.
When reference to an ambient category is relevant it is customary to view
Mot0(k, F ) as a subcategory of Motnum(k, F ).
4 Vistas
As mentioned in the introduction the formal properties in the construction of
Mot∼(k, F ) imply the existence of realization functors
ΥH : Mot∼(k, F )→ GrAlgF
for various Weil cohomology theories H : V(k)op → GrAlgF defined on V(k).
These functors enrich the structure of Mot∼(k, F ) and lead to further important
constructions.
Realization functors play an important role in the definition of L-functions
associated to motives the special values of which are of prime importance in number
theory (cf. [10]).
Realization functors also play a role in the definition of motivic Galois groups.
In order to be able to modify the category Mot∼(k, F ) to obtain a category
equivalent to the category of representations of a group,it is necessary to have a
fiber functor with values on F -vector spaces playing the role of forgetful functor.
As mentioned in the previous section in the case of Artin motives the absolute
Galois group of the base field is recovered from this formalism. However more
general cases involve in a deep way the validity of the standard conjectures (see
[24] for a review). Once a Tannakian category of motives has been constructed the
corresponding motivic Galois group provides a rich higher dimensional analogue
of Galois theory.
From here on, the theory develops rapidly and branches in numerous directions,
leading to a very rich landscape of results connecting and interrelating various ar-
eas of mathematics. The largely conjectural theory of mixed motives, that is
motives of varieties which are not necessary smooth or projective, seems to un-
derlay phenomena relevant to different fields. Areas like Hodge theory, K-theory
and automorphic forms are enriched by the presence of structures of motivic origin
leading in many cases to deep conjectures. For an account of various aspects of
the theory the reader may consult the two volumes [18].
5 Endomotives
Various interactions between noncommutative geometry and number theory have
taken place recently. The tools and methods developed by noncommutative ge-
ometry are well suited for the study of structures relevant in number theory, and
in many cases shed new light into old outstanding problems (cf. [22, 6]). Some
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aspects of the theory so developed make contact with the theory of motives in a
natural way. In this section we describe the construction of a class of noncom-
mutative spaces closely related to Artin motives and its relevance in the study of
class field theory. The main reference for the material treated in this section is [5]
which we follow closely (see also [6] [9]).
5.1 Ade`les and Ide`les, basics in class field theory. Global class field theory
describes the abelian extensions of a global field k in terms of analyitic-arithmetic
data coming from the field itself. We start this section by briefly recalling some
basic notions from global class field theory (cf. [1]). A global field k is by definition
a field of one of the following two kinds:
• a number field, i.e. a finite extension of Q, the field of rational numbers.
• a function field, i.e. a finite extension of Fq(t), the field of rational functions
in one variable over a finite field.
An important part of the structure of a global field k is encoded by ideals in its
ring of integers Ok which is given by the integral closure in k of Z in the number
field case or that of Fq[t] in the function field case.
A valuation on a global field k is by definition a nonnegative multiplicative
function | | from k to R, with |0| = 0 and non-vanishing on k∗ = k \{0}, satisfying
the triangle inequality:
|x+ y| ≤ |x|+ |y| for all x, y ∈ k.
The valuation | | is called non-archimedean if it satisfies
|x+ y| ≤ max{|x|, |y|} for all x, y ∈ k,
otherwise we say that the valuation | | is archimedean. Two valuations on a global
field k are said to be equivalent if the corresponding metrics induce the same
topology on k. A place ν on a global field k is by definition an equivalence class of
valuation on k. A place ν on k is said to be archimedean (resp. non-archimedean)
if it consist of archimedean (resp. non-archimedean) valuations. Given a place ν
on a global field k we denote by kν the completion of k with respect to the metric
induced by any of the valuations in ν. The space kν is a locally compact field. If
ν is a non-archimedean place, the set
Ok,ν = {η ∈ kν | |η|ν ≤ 1}
is a subring of kν where | |ν is the norm in kν induced by ν. We call Ok,ν the ring
of integers of kν . For a non-archimedean place ν on k the ring Ok,ν is an open
compact subring of kν .
If k is a number field, then non-archimedean places on k are in one to one
correspondence with prime ideals in Ok while the archimedean places on k corre-
spond to the finitely many different embeddings of k in C. This is essentially a
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consequence of Ostrowski’s theorem by which any valuation on Q is equivalent to
the p-adic absolute value | |p for some prime number p or to the ordinary absolute
value induced by the embedding of Q in R.
Given a collection {Σλ}λ∈Λ of locally compact topological spaces and compact
subspaces Ωλ ⊂ Σλ for all but finitely many λ ∈ Λ, there exists a unique topology
on the set
(res)∏
Σλ = {(ηλ) ∈
∏
Σλ | ηλ ∈ Ωλ for all but finitely many λ ∈ Λ}
for which
∏
Ωλ is a compact subspace. We call the set
∏(res)
Σλ together with
this topology the restricted topological product of {Σλ}λ∈Λ with respect to the
subspaces Ωλ.
Definition 5.1. Let k be a global field and let P be the collection of places on
k. The ring of ade`les of k, denoted by Ak, is the topological ring given by the
restricted topological product of {kν}ν∈P with respect to the subspaces Ok,ν . The
group of ide`les of k, denoted by Ik, is the topological group given by the restricted
topological product of {k∗ν}ν∈P with respect to the subspaces O∗k,ν .
Any global field k can be embedded as a discrete co-compact subfield of the
locally compact ring Ak. Likewise k∗ embeds diagonally in Ik. The quotient
topological group
Ck = Ik/k∗
is called the ide`le class group of k.
One of the central results in class field theory associates to any abelian exten-
sion of a global field k a subgroup of the ide`le class group. The main theorem of
global class field theory can be stated as follows:
Theorem 5.2. Let k be a number field and let kab be its maximal abelian extension.
Denote by Dk the connected component of the identity in Ck. Then there is a
canonical isomorphism of topological groups:
Ψ : Ck/Dk → Gal(kab/k)
In the case of a function field k an analogous result identifies in a canonical
way the group Gal(kab/k) with the profinite completion of Ck. The isomorphism
Ψ is usually referred as the global Artin map or reciprocity map.
5.2 Noncommutative spaces. One of the departure points of noncommutative
geometry is the duality between various classes of spaces and algebras of functions
canonically associated to these spaces. One classical instance of this duality is fur-
nished by Gelfand’s theorem which provides a one to one correspondence between
compact Hausdorff topological spaces and unital C∗-algebras via the functor that
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sends a space X to its algebra of complex valued continuous functions. Other
examples and of this type of duality and refinements thereof abound in the math-
ematical landscape. In these situations it might be possible to define structures
relevant to the study of a space in terms of the corresponding algebras of functions
and, in cases in which these definitions do not depend on the commutativity of
the underlying algebra, extend them in order to study noncommutative algebras.
Geometric information which is difficult to encode with traditional tools might
be understood by enlarging the class of spaces in consideration in such a way as
to allow the presence of “noncommutative coordinates”. In this way we view a
noncommutative algebra as defining by duality a noncommutative space for which
this algebra plays the role of algebra of coordinates. One may then for example
view a noncommutative unital C∗-algebra as defining by duality a “noncommuta-
tive compact Hausdorff topological space”. This process is far from being a mere
translation of concepts to another framework even when such a translation might
prove to be delicate. Many new phenomena arise in this context and in some
situations the classical picture is also enriched (cf. [4]).
5.3 Quantum statistical mechanics. A particular area in which these ideas
occur naturally is quantum statistical mechanics. A quantum statistical mechan-
ical system is determined by a C∗-algebra A (the algebra of observables of the
system) and a one-parameter group of automorphisms σt ∈ Aut(A), t ∈ R (the
time evolution of the system). A state on the C∗-algebra A is by definition a norm-
one linear functional ϕ : A→ C satisfying the positivity condition ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0 for
all a ∈ A. In a quantum statistical mechanical system (A, σt) the time evolu-
tion σt singles out a class of states of the algebra A, the equilibrium states of
the system, these are families of states parametrized by a positive real number β
corresponding to a thermodynamical parameter (the inverse temperature of the
system). The appropriate definition of equilibrium states in the context of quan-
tum statistical mechanics was given by Haag, Hugenholtz and Winnink in [13].
This condition, known after Kubo, Martin and Schwinger as the KMS condition,
is given as follows:
Definition 5.3. Let (A, σt) be a quantum statistical mechanical system. A state
ϕ on A satisfies the KMS condition at inverse temperature 0 < β < ∞ if for
every a, b ∈ A there exists a bounded holomorphic function Fa,b on the strip
{z ∈ C | 0 < =(z) < β}, continuous on the closed strip, such that
Fa,b(t) = ϕ(aσt(b)), Fa,b(t+ iβ) = ϕ(σt(b)a), ∀t ∈ R
We call such state a KMSβ state. A KMS∞ state is by definition a weak limit
of KMSβ states as β →∞.
For each 0 < β ≤ ∞ the set of KMSβ states associated to the time evolution
σt is a compact convex space (cf. [3], Section 5.3). We denote by Eβ the space
of extremal points of the space of KMSβ states. A group G ⊂ Aut(A) such that
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σtg = gσt for all g ∈ G and all t ∈ R is called a symmetry group of the system
(A, σt). If G is a symmetry group of the system (A, σt) then G acts on the space
of KMSβ states for any β and hence on Eβ . Inner automorphisms coming from
unitaries invariant under the time evolution act trivially on equilibrium states.
Starting with the seminal work of Bost and Connes, [2], various quantum statis-
tical mechanical systems associated to arithmetic data have been studied. Poten-
tial applications to the explicit class field theory problem make the understanding
of such systems particularly valuable (see [22, 6] and references therein). We recall
below the definition and properties of the quantum statistical mechanical system
introduced in [2] in the form most adequate for our purposes, which in particular
serves as a motivating example for the introduction of endomotives.
5.4 The Bost-Connes system. For a positive integer n consider the cyclic
group of order n as a zero dimensional variety over Q given by
Xn = Spec(An); An = Q[Z/nZ]
We order N× by divisibility. For n|m the canonical morphism Xm → Xn is a
morphism in V0(Q) and we can view {Xn}n∈N× as a projective system of zero
dimensional algebraic varieties over Q. The pro-finite limit
X = lim←−nXn
corresponds to the direct limit of finite dimensional algebras:
A = lim−→nAn
= lim−→nQ[Z/nZ]
' Q[Q/Z]
Denote by {e(r) | r ∈ Q/Z} the canonical basis of A. The multiplicative abelian
semigroup N× acts as a semigroup of endomorphisms of the algebra A by:
ρn : A → A
e(r) 7→ 1
n
∑
l∈Q/Z;ln=r
e(l)
The algebra of continous functions on the pro-finite space X(Q) coincides with
C∗(Q/Z), the group C∗-algebra of Q/Z (i.e. the completion of C[Q/Z] in its
regular representation). The semigroup action of N× on A extends to an action of
semigroup action of N× on C∗(Q/Z) and the semigroup crossed product algebra
AQ = A o N× is a rational sub-algebra of the the semigroup crossed product
C∗-algebra
A = C∗(Q/Z)oN×
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The C∗-algebra A coincides with the C∗-algebra generated by elements e(r), r ∈
Q/Z (corresponding the generators of the group algebra of Q/Z) and µn, n ∈ N×
(corresponding the generators of the semigroup action) and satisfying the relations:
e(0) = 1, e(r)e(s) = e(r + s), e(r)∗ = e(−r), for all r, sQ/Z
µnµk = µnk, µ
∗
nµn = 1 for all n, k ∈ N×
µne(r)µ
∗
n = ρn(e(r)) for all n ∈ N×, r ∈ Q/Z
It is possible to define a time evolution σt on the C
∗-algebra A by taking
σt(e(r)) = e(r), σt(µn) = n
it.
Each element η ∈ Zˆ∗ ' Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z) defines a representation piη of the C∗-
algebra A as an algebra of operators on the Hilbert space l2(N×) via
piη(e(r))k = e
2piıηrεn, piη(µn)εk = εnk
where {εk}k∈N× is the canonical basis for l2(N×). For any of these representations
the time evolution σt can be implemented via the Hamiltonian H(εk) = (log k)k
as:
piη(σt(a)) = e
ıtHpiη(a)e
−ıtH .
The partition function of the system, defined as Trace(eβH) is then given by the
Riemman zeta function ζ(β). The structure of equilibrium states for this system
was studied in [2], where it is shown that for 0 < β ≤ 1 there exist a unique
KMSβ state while for any 1 < β ≤ ∞ there are infinitely many states and the
space of extremal states Eβ is homeomorphic to Zˆ∗. The group Zˆ∗ acts as a group
of symmetries of the system (A, σt) and the induced action on Eβ for 1 < β ≤ ∞
is free and transitive. The arithmetic of abelian extensions of Q is encoded in this
system in the following way:
Theorem 5.4 (Bost, Connes). For every ϕ ∈ E∞ and every a ∈ AQ the value
ϕ(a) is algebraic over Q. Moreover Qab is generated by values of this form and for
all ϕ ∈ E∞, γ ∈ Gal(Qab|Q) and a ∈ AQ one has
γϕ(a) = ϕ(Ψ−1(γ)a)
where Ψ : CQ/DQ = Zˆ∗ → Gal(Qab|Q) is the class field theory isomorphism.
5.5 Algebraic and analytic endomotives. In this section we briefly survey
the theory of endomotives as introduced in [5]. It provides a systematic way to
construct associative algebras analogous to the rational sub-algebra of the Bost-
Connes system in terms of arithmetic data. The resulting category provides an
enlargement of the category of Artin motives over a number field to a category of
arithmetic noncommutative spaces.
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Let k be a number field. Given a projective system {Xi}i∈I of varieties in
V0(k), I a countable partially ordered set, we can consider the direct limit of
algebras
A = lim−→iAi
where Xi = SpecAi. Assume that S is an abelian semigroup acting by algebra
endomorphisms on A such that for any s ∈ S the corresponding endomorphism ρs
induces an isomorphism
A ' psA
where ps = p
2
s = ρs(1).
Definition 5.5. An algebraic endomotive over k is given by an associative algebra
of the form
Ak = Ao S
corresponding a projective system {Xi}i∈I of varieties in V0(k) and a semigroup
S as above.
Fix an algebraic closure k of k. For an algebraic endomotive Ak with corre-
sponding projective system {Xi}i∈I the set of algebraic points of the pro-variety
X = lim←−iXi is given by the pro-finite (compact Hausdorff) space:
X(k) = Homk−alg(A, k).
Given an embedding k ↪→ C we can identify A with a sub-algebra of C(X(k)).
Pure states in C(X(k)) attain algebraic values when restricted to A. Moreover,
the natural action of the absolute Galois group Gal(k/k) on X(k) induces an
action of Gal(k/k) on the C∗-algebra
A = C(X(k))o S
in which the algebraic endomotive Ak embeds as a rational sub-algebra. An an-
alytic endomotive is by definition a C∗-algebra of the above form. In the case of
an endomotive given by abelian extensions of k the corresponding action factors
through Gal(kab/k) and the following result holds:
Theorem 5.6 (Connes, Consani, Marcolli). Let Ak be an algebraic endomotive
over k with corresponding projective system of varieties {Xi}i∈I and semigroup S.
Assume that for each i ∈ I the algebra Ai is a finite product of normal abelian
field extensions of k. Then the algebras A and Ak are globally invariant under the
action of Gal(k/k) on A = C(X(k))o S. Moreover, any state ϕ on A induced by
a pure state on C(X(k)) satisfies:
γϕ(a) = ϕ(γ−1a)
for all a ∈ Ak and all γ ∈ Gal(kab/k).
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Example 5.7. Let (Y, y0) be a pointed algebraic variety over k and let S be an
abelian semigroup of finite morphisms from Y to itself. Assume moreover that any
morphism in S fixes y0 and is unramified over y0. For any s ∈ S let
Xs = {y ∈ Y |s(y) = y0}.
Order S by divisibility, then the system {Xs}s∈S defines an algebraic endomotive
over k with S as semigroup of endomorphisms.
Example 5.8. Let Gm denote the multiplicative group viewed as a variety over
Q. The power maps z 7→ zn for n ∈ N× define finite self morphisms on Gm fixing
the point 1 ∈ Gm and unramified over it. The algebraic endomotive associated to
(Gm, 1) and S = N× as in Example 5.7 is the arithmetic subalgebra AQ of the
Bost-Connes system.
Example 5.9. Let E be an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by an order
O in an imaginary quadratic field K. Any endomorphism of E in O× fixes 0 and is
unramified over it. The algebraic endomotive associated to (E, 0) and S = O× as
in Example 5.7 is the arithmetic subalgebra of the quantum statistical mechanical
system considered in [7]. This system encodes the class field theory of the field K.
An algebraic endomotive over k defines a groupoid in a natural way. By consid-
ering groupoid actions satisfying a suitable e´tale condition it is possible to extend
morphisms in Corr0(k, F ) in order to define correspondences between algebraic
endomotives. The pseudo-abelian envelope of the category so obtained is the
category of algebraic andomotives EndMot0(k, F ). By construction Mot0(k, F )
embeds as a full subcategory of EndMot0(k, F ).
The groupoid picture likewise allows to define a category of analytic endomo-
tives C∗EndMot0(k, F ) as the pseudo-abelian envelope of the category of corre-
spondences between analytic endomotives. The map that assigns to an algebraic
endomotive over k with projective system {Xi}i∈I and semigroup S the analytic
endomotive C(X(k))o S, X = lim←−iXi, extends to a tensor functor:
EndMot0(k, F )→ C∗EndMot0(k, F )
on which the Galois group Gal(k/k) acts by natural transformations.
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Motivic ideas in Noncommutative Geometry
An appendix by Matilde Marcolli
There has been in recent years a very fruitful interplay between ideas originally
developed in the context of Grothendieck’s theory of motives of algebraic varieties
and techniques and notions arising in the context of noncommutative geometry.
Two main directions have become prominent: one based on treating noncom-
mutative spaces as algebras, and importing motivic ideas by extending the notion
of morphisms of noncommutative spaces to include Morita equivalences through
correspondences realized by bimodules and other types of morphisms in larger cat-
egories like cyclic modules. This allows for cohomological methods based on cyclic
(co)homology to be employed in a setting that provides an analog of the motivic
ideas underlying the Weil proof of the Riemann hypothesis for function fields. It
is this approach, developed in [8], [9], [12], that we focus on mostly in this survey.
It concentrates on a category of noncommutative motives that are built out of
the simplest class of motives of algebraic varieties, the Artin motives, which are
motives of zero-dimensional algebraic varieties.
At the same time, there is a more general and very broad approach to mo-
tives in the noncommutative geometry setting, developed by Kaledin, Kontsevich,
Tabuada, and others [20], [21], [33], based on the idea of representing noncommu-
tative spaces as categories instead of algebras, and the related circle of ideas of
derived algebraic geometry, [22], see also the short survey [25]. As we argue briefly
in §4 below, one can expect that a merging of these two approaches will lead to
some very interesting generalizations of some of the results that we review here.
1 Noncommutative motives and cyclic cohomology
In noncommutative geometry one encounters a problem that is very familiar in the
context of algebraic geometry. Namely, if one thinks of noncommutative spaces as
being described by associative algebras, then the category of algebras over a field
with algebra homomorphisms is not abelian or even additive. Moreover, it is well
known that morphisms of algebras are too restrictive a notion of morphisms for
noncommutative spaces, as they do not account for the well known phenomenon
of Morita equivalence.
Thus, one needs to embed the category of associative algebras with algebra
homomorphisms inside an abelian (or at least pseudo-abelian) category with a
larger collection of morphisms that include the correspondences given by tensoring
with bimodules, as in the case of Morita equivalences. The objects of a category
with these properties can be regarded as “noncommutative motives”, in the same
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sense as the motives of algebraic varieties are the objects of an abelian category
(or pseudo-abelian, or triangulated in the mixed case) that contains the category
of algebraic varieties.
A first construction of such a category of noncommutative motives was obtained
in [6], using the construction of cyclic modules.
One first defines the cyclic category Λ as the category that has an object [n] for
each positive integer and has morphisms generated by the morphisms δi : [n−1]→
[n], σj : [n+ 1]→ [n], and τn : [n]→ [n], with the relations
δjδi = δiδj−1 for i < j, σjσi = σiσj+1, i ≤ j
σjδi =
 δiσj−1 i < j1n if i = j or i = j + 1
δi−1σj i > j + 1.
τnδi = δi−1τn−1 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τnδ0 = δn
τnσi = σi−1τn+1 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τnσ0 = σnτ2n+1
τn+1n = 1n.
Given a category C, one defines as cyclic objects the covariant functors Λ→ C.
In particular, we consider the case where C = V ectK is the category of vector spaces
over a field K and we refer to the cyclic objects as cyclic modules, or K(Λ)-modules.
In particular, consider a unital associative algebra A over a field K. One as-
sociates to A a K(Λ)-module A\, which is the covariant functor Λ → V ectK that
assigns to objects in Λ the vector spaces
[n]⇒ A⊗(n+1) = A⊗A · · · ⊗ A
and to the generators of the morphisms of Λ the linear maps
δi ⇒ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) 7→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
σj ⇒ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) 7→ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai ⊗ 1⊗ ai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
τn ⇒ (a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) 7→ (an ⊗ a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1).
The category of cyclic modules is an abelian category, and the construction
above shows that one can embed inside it a copy of the category of associative
algebras, hence the cyclic modules can be regarded as noncommutative motives.
Notice that there are many more objects in the category of cyclic modules than
those that come from associative algebras. For example, being an abelian category,
kernels and cokernels of morphisms of cyclic modules are still cyclic modules even
when, for instance, one does not have cokernels in the category of algebras.
Moreover, one sees that there are many more morphisms between cyclic mod-
ules than between algebras and that the type of morphisms one would like to have
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between noncommutative spaces, such as Morita equivalences, are included among
the morphisms of cyclic modules.
In particular, all the following types of morphisms exist in the category of cyclic
modules.
• Morphism of algebras φ : A → B induce morphisms of cyclic modules φ\ :
A\ → B\.
• Traces τ : A → K induce morphisms of cyclic modules τ \ : A\ → K\ by
setting τ \(x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) = τ(x0 · · ·xn).
• A − B bimodules E induce morphisms of cyclic modules, E\ = τ \ ◦ ρ\, by
composing ρ : A → EndB(E) and τ : EndB(E)→ B.
Moreover, it was shown in [6] that in the abelian category of cyclic modules
the Ext functors recover cyclic cohomology of algebras by
HCn(A) = Extn(A\,K\).
2 Artin motives and the category of endomotives
The simplest category of motives of algebraic varieties is the category of Artin
motives, which corresponds to zero-dimensional varieties over a field K (which we
take here to be a number field), with correspondences that are given by formal
linear combinations of subvarieties Z ⊂ X×Y in the product. Because everything
is zero-dimensional, in this case one does not have to worry about the different
equivalence relations on cycles. Artin motives over K not only form an abelian
category, but in fact a Tannakian category with motivic Galois group given by the
absolute Galois group Gal(K¯/K).
The category of endomotives was introduced in [8] as a category of noncom-
mutative spaces that are built out of towers of Artin motives with actions given
by endomorphisms.
At the algebraic level, one considers as objects crossed product algebras AK =
A o S, where A is a commutative algebra over K, obtained as a direct limit A =
lim−→αAα of finite dimensional reduced algebras over K, which correspond under
Xα = Spec(Aα) to zero-dimensional algebraic varieties Xα, Artin motives over K.
The direct limit A of algebras corresponds to a pro-variety X = lim←−αXα. The
datum S is a unital abelian semigroup, which acts on A by endomorphisms with
ρ : A
'→ eAe, where e = ρ(1) is an idempotent e2 = e.
Morphisms between these objects are also constructed out of morphisms (cor-
respondences) in the category of Artin motives, via projective limits, compatibly
with the semigroup actions. More precisely, if G(Xα, S) denotes the groupoid of
the action of S on X, the morphisms of endomotives are given by e´tale correspon-
dences, which are formal linear combinations of G(Xα, S)−G(X ′α′ , S′) spaces Z for
which the right action of G(X ′α′ , S′) is e´tale. This means that, when representing
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Z = Spec(M), with M an AK–A′K bimodule, M is finite projective as a right AK-
module. Morphisms are then given by the Q-linear space M((Xα, S), (X ′α′ , S′)) of
formal linear combinations U =
∑
i aiZi of e´tale correspondences as above. The
composition of morphisms is then given by the fibered product Z ◦W = Z ×G′ W
over the groupoid of the action of S′ on X ′.
At the analytic level, one considers the topological space X = X(K¯) with the
action of the semigroup S. The topology is the one of the projective limit, which
makes X(K¯) into a totally disconnected (Cantor-like) compact Hausdorff space.
One can therefore consider the crossed product C∗-algebras A = C(X(K¯))o S =
C∗(G). One imposes a uniform condition, which provides a probability measure
µ = lim←−µα obtained using the counting measures on the Xα, with
dρ∗µ
dµ locally
constant on X(K¯). Integration with respect to this measure gives a state ϕ on the
C∗-algebra A.
One can also extend morphisms given by e´tale correspondences to this analytic
setting. These are given by spaces Z with maps g : Z → X with discrete fiber and
such that 1 is a compact operator on the right module MZ over C(X ) from the
Cc(G)-valued inner product 〈ξ, η〉(x, s) :=
∑
z∈g−1(x) ξ¯(z)η(z ◦ s).
For G–G′ spaces defining morphisms of algebraic endomotives, one can consider
Z 7→ Z(K¯) = Z and obtain a correspondence of analytic endomotives, with Cc(Z)
a right module over Cc(G). These morphisms induce morphisms in the KK category
and in the category of cyclic modules.
The analytic endomotive A is endowed with a Galois action of G = Gal(K¯/K),
as an action on the characters X(K¯) = Hom(A, K¯) by
A
χ→ K¯ 7→ A χ→ K¯ g→ K¯.
The action is also compatible with the endomorphisms action of S, since the lat-
ter acts on the characters by pre-composition. Thus, the Galois group acts by
automorphisms of the crossed product algebra A = C(X )o S.
2.1 The Bost–Connes endomotive. A prototype example of an endomotive
is the noncommutative space associated to the quantum statistical mechanical
system constructed by Bost and Connes in [4]. A more transparent geometric
interpretation of this noncommutative space as the moduli space of 1-dimensional
Q-lattices up to scale, modulo the equivalence relation of commensurability, was
given in [11].
A Q-lattice in Rn is a pair (Λ, φ) of a lattice Λ ⊂ Rn and a (possibly degenerate)
labeling of its torsion points via a group homomorphism
φ : Qn/Zn −→ QΛ/Λ.
In the special case where φ is an isomorphism one says that the Q-lattice is in-
vertible.
The equivalence relation of commensurability is defined by setting (Λ1, φ1) ∼
(Λ2, φ2) whenever QΛ1 = QΛ2 and φ1 = φ2 mod Λ1 + Λ2.
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The quotient of the space of Q-lattices by the commensurability relation is a
“bad quotient” in the sense of ordinary geometry, but it can be described by a
noncommutative space whose algebra of functions is the convolution algebra of
the equivalence relation.
In the 1-dimensional case a Q-lattice is specified by the data
(Λ, φ) = (λZ, λ ρ),
for some λ > 0 and some ρ ∈ Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z) = lim←−n Z/nZ = Zˆ. If we consider
the lattices up to scaling, we eliminate the factor λ and we are left with a space
whose algebra of functions is C(Zˆ).
The commensurability relation is then expressed by the action of the semigroup
N = Z>0 which maps αn(f)(ρ) = f(n−1ρ) when one can divide by n and sets the
result to zero otherwise.
The quotient of the space of 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scale by commensu-
rability is then realized as a noncommutative space by the crossed product algebra
C(Zˆ)oN. This can also be written as a convolution algebra for a partially defined
action of Q∗+, with
f1 ∗ f2(r, ρ) =
∑
s∈Q∗+,sρ∈Zˆ
f1(rs
−1, sρ)f2(s, ρ)
with adjoint f∗(r, ρ) = f(r−1, rρ). This is the algebra of the groupoid of the
commensurability relation. It is isomorphic to the Bost–Connes (BC) algebra of
[4].
As an algebra over Q, it is given by AQ,BC = Q[Q/Z]oN, and it has an explicit
presentation by generators and relations of the form
µnµm = µnm
µnµ
∗
m = µ
∗
mµn when (n,m) = 1
µ∗nµn = 1
e(r + s) = e(r)e(s), e(0) = 1
ρn(e(r)) = µne(r)µ
∗
n =
1
n
∑
ns=r
e(s)
The C∗-algebra is then given by C∗(Q/Z)oN = C(Zˆ)oN, where one uses the
identification, via Pontrjagin duality, between C(Zˆ) and C∗(Q/Z).
The time evolution of the BC quantum statistical mechanical system is given
in terms of generators and relations by
σt(e(r)) = e(r), σt(µn) = n
itµn
and it is generated by a Hamiltonian H = ddtσt|t=0 with corresponding partition
function Tr(e−βH) = ζ(β), in the representations on the Hilbert space `2(N) pa-
rameterized by the invertible Q-lattices ρ ∈ Zˆ∗. These representations piρ on `2(N),
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for ρ ∈ Zˆ∗, are given on generators by
µnm = nm, piρ(e(r))m = ζ
m
r m
where ζr = ρ(e(r)) is a root of unity.
Given a C∗-algebra with time evolution, one can consider states, that is, linear
functionals ϕ : A → C with ϕ(1) = 1 and ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0, that are equilibrium states
for the time evolution. As a function of a thermodynamic parameter (an inverse
temperature β), these are specified by the KMS condition: ϕ ∈ KMSβ for some
0 < β < ∞ if ∀a, b ∈ A there exists a holomorphic function Fa,b(z) on the strip
Iβ = {z ∈ C : 0 < =(z) < β}, continuous on the boundary ∂Iβ , and such that, for
all t ∈ R,
Fa,b(t) = ϕ(aσt(b)) and Fa,b(t+ iβ) = ϕ(σt(b)a).
In the case of the BC system the KMS states are classified in [4]: the low
temperature extremal KMS states, for β > 1 are of the form
ϕβ,ρ(a) =
Tr(piρ(a)e
−βH)
Tr(e−βH)
, ρ ∈ Zˆ∗,
while at higher temperatures there is a unique KMS state.
At zero temperature the evaluations ϕ∞,ρ(e(r)) = ζr, which come from the
projection on the kernel of the Hamiltonian,
ϕ∞,ρ(a) = 〈1, piρ(a)1〉,
exhibit an intertwining of the Galois action on the values of states on the arithmetic
subalgebra and symmetries of the quantum statistical mechanical system: for a ∈
AQ,BC and γ ∈ Zˆ∗, one has
ϕ∞,ρ(γa) = θγ(ϕ∞,ρ(a)),
where
θ : Zˆ∗ '→ Gal(Qab/Q)
is the class field theory isomorphism.
The BC algebra is an endomotive with A = lim−→nAn, for An = Q[Z/nZ] and
the abelian semigroup action of S = N on A = Q[Q/Z].
A more general class of endomotives was constructed in [8] using self-maps of
algebraic varieties. One constructs a system (A,S) from a collection S of self maps
of algebraic varieties s : Y → Y and their iterations, with s(y0) = y0 unbranched
and s of finite degree, by setting Xs = s
−1(y0) and taking the projective limit
X = lim←−Xs = Spec(A) under the maps
ξs,s′ : Xs′ → Xs, ξs,s′(y) = r(y), s′ = rs ∈ S.
The BC endomotive is a special case in this class, with Y = Gm with self maps
u 7→ uk
sk : P (t, t
−1) 7→ P (tk, t−k), k ∈ N, P ∈ Q[t, t−1] (2.1)
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ξk,`(u(`)) = u(`)
k/`, u(`) = t mod t` − 1. (2.2)
One then has Xk = Spec(Q[t, t−1]/(tk − 1)) = s−1k (1) and X = lim←−kXk with
u(`) 7→ e(1/`) ∈ Q[Q/Z].
One can identify the algebras C(X(Q¯)) = C(Zˆ).
2.2 Time evolution and KMS states. An object (X,S) in the category of
endomotives, constructed as above, determines the following data:
• A C∗-algebra A = C(X )o S.
• An arithmetic subalgebra AK = Ao S defined over K.
• A state ϕ : A → C from the uniform measure on the projective limit.
• An action of the Galois group by automorphisms G ⊂ Aut(A).
As shown in [8], see also §4 of [12], these data suffice to apply the thermodynamic
formalism of quantum statistical mechanics. In fact, Tomita–Takesaki theory shows
that one obtains from the state ϕ a time evolution, for which ϕ is a KMS1 state.
One starts with the GNS representation Hϕ. The presence of a cyclic and
separating vector ξ for this representation, so that Mξ and M′ξ are both dense
in Hϕ, with M the von Neumann algebra generated by A in the representation,
ensures that one has a densely defined operator
Sϕ :Mξ →Mξ aξ 7→ Sϕ(aξ) = a∗ξ
S∗ϕ :M′ξ →M′ξ a′ξ 7→ S∗ϕ(a′ξ) = a′∗ξ,
which is closable and has a polar decomposition Sϕ = Jϕ∆
1/2
ϕ with Jϕ a conjugate-
linear involution Jϕ = J
∗
ϕ = J
−1
ϕ and ∆ϕ = S
∗
ϕSϕ a self-adjoint positive operator
with Jϕ∆ϕJϕ = SϕS
∗
ϕ = ∆
−1
ϕ .
Tomita–Takesaki theory then shows that JϕMJϕ =M′ and ∆−itϕ M∆itϕ =M,
so that one obtains a time evolution (the modular automorphism group)
σt(a) = ∆
−it
ϕ a∆
it
ϕ a ∈M,
for which the state ϕ is a KMS1 state.
2.3 The classical points of a noncommutative space. Noncommutative
spaces typically do not have points in the usual sense of characters of the al-
gebra, since noncommutative algebras tend to have very few two-sided ideals. A
good way to replace characters as a notion of points on a noncommutative space is
by using extremal states, which in the commutative case correspond to extremal
measures supported on points. While considering all states need not lead to a good
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topology on this space of points, in the presence of a natural time evolution, one
can look at only those states that are equilibrium states for the time evolution.
The notion of KMS states provides equilibrium states at a fixed temperature, or
inverse temperature β. The extremal KMSβ states thus give a good working notion
of points on a noncommutative space, with the interesting phenomenon that the
set of points becomes temperature dependent and subject to phase transitions at
certain critical temperatures.
In particular one can consider, depending on the inverse temperature β, that
subset Ωβ of the extremal KMS states that is of Gibbs form, namely that is ob-
tained from type I∞ factor representations. In typical cases, these arise as low
temperature KMS-states, below a certain critical temperature and are then stable
when going to lower temperatures, so that one has injective maps cβ′,β : Ωβ → Ωβ′
for β′ > β.
For a state  ∈ Ωβ one has an irreducible representation pi : A → B(H()),
where the Hilbert space of the GNS representation decomposes as H = H()⊗H′
with M = {T ⊗ 1 : T ∈ B(H())}. The time evolution in this representation is
generated by a Hamiltonian σϕt (pi(a)) = e
itHpi(a)e
−itH with Tr(e−βH) < ∞, so
that the state can be written in Gibbs form
(a) =
Tr(pi(a)e
−βH)
Tr(e−βH)
The Hamiltonian H is not uniquely determined, but only up to constant shifts
H ↔ H + c, so that one obtains a real line bundle Ω˜β = {(ε,H)}, with λ (ε,H) =
(ε,H+log λ) for λ ∈ R∗+. The fibration R∗+ → Ω˜β → Ωβ has a section Tr(e−β H) =
1, so it can be trivialized as Ω˜β ' Ωβ × R∗+.
Besides equilibrium KMS states, an algebra with a time evolution also gives
rise to a dual system (Aˆ, θ), which is the algebra obtained by taking the crossed
product with the time evolution, endowed with a scaling action by the dual group.
Namely, one considers the algebra: Aˆ = A oσ R given by functions x, y ∈
S(R,AC) with convolution product (x ? y)(s) =
∫
R x(t)σt(y(s− t)) dt. One equiv-
alently writes elements of Aˆ formally as ∫ x(t)Ut dt, where Ut are the unitaries
that implement the R action σt.
The scaling action θ of λ ∈ R∗+ on Aˆ is given by
θλ(
∫
x(t)Ut dt) =
∫
λit x(t)Ut dt.
A point (ε,H) ∈ Ω˜β determines an irreducible representation of Aˆ by setting
piε,H(
∫
x(t)Ut dt) =
∫
piε(x(t)) e
itH dt,
compatibly with the scaling action: piε,H ◦ θλ = piλ(ε,H).
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When restricting to those elements x ∈ Aˆβ ⊂ Aˆ that have an analytic continu-
ation to the strip Iβ with rapid decay along the boundary, one obtains trace class
operators [8]
piε,H(
∫
x(t)Ut dt) ∈ L1(H(ε)).
2.4 Restriction as a morphism of noncommutative motives. It is shown
in [8] that one can define a restriction map from a noncommutative space to
its classical points, where the latter are defined, as above, in terms of the low
temperature extremal KMS states.
This restriction map does not exist as a morphism of algebras, but it does exist
as a morphism in an abelian category of noncommutative motives that contains
the category of algebras, namely the category of cyclic modules described above.
In fact, one can use the representations pi(x)(ε,H) and the trace class property
to obtain a map
Aˆβ pi−→ C(Ω˜β ,L1) Tr−→ C(Ω˜β)
pi(x)(ε,H) = piε,H(x) ∀(ε,H) ∈ Ω˜β ,
under a technical hypothesis on the vanishing of obstructions, see [8] and §4 of
[12]. Because this map involves taking a trace, it is not a morphism in the cate-
gory of algebras. However, as we have discussed above, traces are morphisms in
the category of cyclic modules, so one regards the above map as a map of the
corresponding cyclic modules,
Aˆ\β
pi→ C(Ω˜β ,L1)\
Aˆ\β
δ=(Tr◦pi)\−→ C(Ω˜β)\.
This is equivariant for the scaling action of R∗+.
Moreover, we know by [6] that the category of cyclic modules is an abelian cate-
gory. This means that the cokernel of this restriction map exists as a cyclic module,
even though it does not come from an algebra. In [8] we denoted this cokernel as
D(A, ϕ) = Coker(δ). One can compute its cyclic homology HC0(D(A, ϕ)), which
also has an induced scaling action of R∗+, as well as an induced representation of
the Galois group G, coming from the Galois representation on the endomotive A.
This gives a space (not a noncommutative space but a noncommutative mo-
tive) D(A, ϕ) whose cohomology HC0(D(A, ϕ)) is endowed with a scaling and
a Galois action. These data provide an analog in the noncommutative setting of
the Frobenius action on e´tale cohomology in the context of motives of algebraic
varieties.
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2.5 The Bost–Connes endomotive and the adeles class space. In [8] and
[9] the motivic setting described above was applied in particular to the case of
the Bost–Connes endomotive A = C(Zˆ)o N with the state given by the measure
ϕ(f) =
∫
Zˆ f(1, ρ)dµ(ρ) and the resulting time evolution recovering the original time
evolution of the Bost–Connes quantum statistical mechanical system, σt(f)(r, ρ) =
ritf(r, ρ). In this case then the space of classical points is given by
Ω˜β = Zˆ∗ × R∗+ = CQ = A∗Q/Q∗
for small temperatures β > 1.
The dual system is the groupoid algebra of the commensurability relation on
Q-lattices (considered not up to scaling) Aˆ = C∗(G˜), where one identifies
h(r, ρ, λ) =
∫
ft(r, ρ)λ
itUtdt
and the groupoid is parameterized by coordinates
G˜ = {(r, ρ, λ) ∈ Q∗+ × Zˆ× R∗+ : rρ ∈ Zˆ}.
The Bost–Connes algebra is A = C∗(G) with G = G˜/R∗+ the groupoid of the
commensurability relation on 1-dimensional Q-lattices up to scaling.
The combination of the scaling and Galois actions gives an action of Zˆ∗ ×
R∗+ = CQ, since in the BC case the Galois action of Gal(Q¯/Q) factors through the
abelianization. Characters χ of Zˆ∗ determine projectors pχ =
∫
Zˆ∗ gχ(g) dg where
pχ is an idempotent in the category of endomotives and in EndΛD(A, ϕ). Thus,
one can considered the cohomology
HC0(pχD(A, ϕ))
of the range of this projector acting on the cokernel D(A, ϕ) of the restriction
map.
2.6 Scaling as Frobenius in characteristic zero. The observation that a
scaling action appears to provide a natural replacement for the Frobenius in char-
acteristic zero is certainly not new to the work of [8] described above. In fact, per-
haps the first very strong evidence for the parallels between scaling and Frobenius
came from the comparative analysis, given in §11 of [1] of the number theoretic,
characteristic p method of Harder–Narasimhan [19] and the differential geometric
method of Atiyah–Bott [1]. Both methods of [19] and [1] yield a computation of
Betti numbers. In the number-theoretic setting this is achieved by counting points
in the strata of a stratification, while in the Morse-theoretic approach one retracts
strata onto the critical set. Both methods work because, on one side, one has a per-
fect Morse stratification, which essentially depends upon the fact that the strata
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are built out of affine spaces, and on the other hand one can effectively compute
numbers of points in each stratum, for much the same reason. The explicit expres-
sions obtained in both cases can be compared directly by a simple substitution
that replaces the cardinality q by a real variable t2 and the Frobenius eigenvalues
ωi by −t−1. In following this parallel between the characteristic p and the charac-
teristic zero case, one observes then that the role played by Frobenius in the first
setting is paralleled by a scaling action in the characteristic zero world.
More closely related to the specific setting of the BC endomotive, one knows
from the result of [15] that there is an analog of the BC system for function fields,
where one works exclusively in positive characteristic. This starts with the observa-
tion in [14] that the quantum statistical mechanical system of [11], generalizing the
BC system to 2-dimensional Q-lattices, can be equivalently formulated in terms of
Tate modules of elliptic curves with marked points,
TE = H1(E, Zˆ) with ξ1, ξ2 ∈ TE,
with the commensurability relation implemented by isogenies. One then has a
natural analog in the function field case. In fact, for K = Fq(C), the usual equiva-
lence of categories between elliptic curves and 2-dimensional lattices has an analog
in terms of Drinfeld modules. One can then construct a noncommutative space,
which can be described in terms of Tate modules of Drinfeld modules with marked
points and the isogeny relation, or in the rank one case, in terms of 1-dimensional
K-lattices modulo commensurability. One constructs a convolution algebra, over a
characteristic p field C∞, which is the completion of the algebraic closure of the
completion K∞ at a point ∞ of C.
One can extend to positive characteristic some of the main notions of quan-
tum statistical mechanics, by a suitable redefinition of the notion of time evolu-
tions and of their analytic continuations, which enter in the definition of KMS
states. Over complex numbers, for λ ∈ R∗+ and s = x + iy one can exponen-
tiate as λs = λxeiy log λ. In the function field context, there is a similar expo-
nentiation, for positive elements (with respect to a sign function) in K∗∞ and for
s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ := C∗∞ × Zp, with λs = xdeg(λ)〈λ〉y, with deg(λ) = −d∞v∞(λ),
where d∞ is the degree of the point ∞ ∈ C and v∞ the corresponding valu-
ation, and λ = sign(λ)u
v∞(λ)∞ 〈λ〉 the decomposition analogous to the polar de-
composition of complex numbers, involving a sign function and a uniformizer
K∞ = Fqd∞ ((u∞)). The second term in the exponentiation is then given by
〈λ〉y =
∞∑
j=0
(
y
j
)
(〈λ〉 − 1)j ,
with the Zp-binomial coefficients(
y
j
)
=
y(y − 1) · · · (y − k + 1)
k!
.
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Exponentiation is an entire function s 7→ λs from S∞ to C∗∞, with λs+t = λsλt, so
one usually thinks of S∞ as a function field analog of the complex line with its polar
decomposition C = U(1)× R∗+. One can extend the above to exponentiate ideals,
Is = xdeg(I)〈I〉y. This gives an associated characteristic p valued zeta function,
the Goss L-function of the function field,
Z(s) =
∑
I
I−s,
which is convergent in a “half plane” of {s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ : |x|∞ > q}.
The analog of a time evolution in this characteristic p setting is then a con-
tinuous homomorphism σ : Zp → Aut(A), where we think of Zp as the line
{s = (1, y) ∈ S∞}. In the case of the convolution algebra of 1-dimensional K-
lattices up to commensurability and scaling, a time evolution of this type is given
using the exponentiation of ideals as
σy(f)(L,L
′) =
〈I〉y
〈J〉y f(L,L
′),
for pairs L ∼ L′ of commensurable K-lattices and the corresponding ideals. This
gives a quantum statistical mechanical system in positive characteristic whose
partition function is the Goss L-function.
One also has a notion of KMSx functionals, which lack the positivity property of
their characteristic zero version, but they have the defining property that ϕ(ab) =
ϕ(σx(b)a), where σx is the analytic continuation of the time evolution to s = (x, 0).
Moreover, as shown in [15], one can construct a dual system in this function
field setting as well, where the product on the dual algebra is constructed in terms
of the momenta of the non-archimedean measure. The algebra of the dual system
maps again naturally to the convolution algebra of the commensurability relation
on 1-dimensional K-lattices not up to scaling, which in turn can be expressed in
terms of the adeles class space AK/K∗ of the function field. The algebra of the dual
system also has a scaling action, exactly as in the characteristic zero case:
θλ(X) =
∫
H
`(s)λsUsdµ(s),
where H = G× Zp with G ⊂ C∗∞ and
θλ|G(X) = θm(X) =
∫
`(s)x−d∞mUsdµ(s)
θλ|Zp(X) = θ〈λ〉
∫
`(s)〈λ〉yUsdµ(s)
This action recovers the Frobenius action FrZ as the part θλ|G of the scaling
action, as well as the action of the inertia group, which corresponds to the part
θλ|Zp .
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2.7 The adele class space and the Weil proof. The adele class space is the
bad quotient AK/K∗ of the adeles of a global field by the action of K∗. Unlike the
case of the action on the ideles A∗K, which gives rise to a nice classical quotient,
when one takes the action on the adeles the quotient is no longer described by a
nice classical space, due to the ergodic nature of the action. However, it can be
treated as a noncommutative space. In fact, this is the space underlying Connes’
approach to the Riemann hypothesis via noncommutative geometry. Our purpose
here is to describe the role of motivic ideas in noncommutative geometry, so we
focus on the approach of [8] recalled in the previous section and we illustrate how
the adeles class space relates to the algebra of the dual system of the Bost–Connes
endomotive, as mentioned above for the function field analog.
A Morita equivalence given by compressing C(Zˆ) o N = (C0(AQ,f ) o Q∗+)pi
with the projection given by the characteristic function pi of Zˆ can be used to
identify the BC endomotive with the noncommutative quotient AQ,f/Q∗+. The
dual system is then identified with the noncommutative quotient A·Q/Q∗, where
A·Q = AQ,f × R∗. The adeles class space XQ := AQ/Q∗ is obtained by adding the
missing point 0 ∈ R.
The way in which the adeles class space entered in Connes’ work [7] on the
Riemann zeta function was through a sequence of Hilbert spaces
0→ L2δ(AQ/Q∗)0 E→ L2δ(CQ)→ H→ 0 (2.3)
E(f)(g) = |g|1/2
∑
q∈Q∗
f(qg), ∀g ∈ CQ, (2.4)
where the space L2δ(AQ/Q∗)0 is defined by
0→ L2δ(AQ/Q∗)0 → L2δ(AQ/Q∗)→ C2 → 0
imposing the conditions f(0) = 0 and fˆ(0) = 0. The sequence above is compatible
with the CQ actions, so the operators
U(h) =
∫
CQ
h(g)Ug d
∗g h ∈ S(CQ)
for compactly supported h, act on H. The Hilbert space H can be decomposed
H = ⊕χHχ according to characters χ of Zˆ∗, and the scaling action of R∗+ on
Hχ = {ξ ∈ H : Ugξ = χ(g)ξ} is generated by an operator Dχ with
Spec(Dχ) =
{
s ∈ iR |Lχ
(
1
2
+ is
)
= 0
}
,
where Lχ is the L-function with Gro¨ssencharakter χ and in particular, the Riemann
zeta function for χ = 1.
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The approach of Connes gives a semi-local trace formula, over the adeles class
space restricted to a subset of finitely many places,
Tr(RΛU(h)) = 2h(1) log Λ +
∑
v∈S
∫ ′
Q∗v
h(u−1)
|1− u| d
∗u+ o(1)
where RΛ is a cutoff regularization and
∫ ′
is the principal value.
The trace formula should be compared to Weil’s explicit formula in its distri-
butional form:
hˆ(0) + hˆ(1)−
∑
ρ
hˆ(ρ) =
∑
v
∫ ′
Q∗v
h(u−1)
|1− u| d
∗u.
The geometric idea behind the Connes semi-local trace formula [7] is that it
comes from the contributions of the periodic orbits of the action of CQ on the
complement of the classical points inside the adeles class space, XQ r CQ. These
are counted according to a version of the Guillemin–Sternberg distributional trace
formula, originally stated for a flow Ft = exp(tv) on a manifold, implemented by
transformations
(Utf)(x) = f(Ft(x)) f ∈ C∞(M).
Under a transversality hypothesis which gives 1− (Ft)∗ invertible, for
(Ft)∗ : Tx/Rvx → Tx/Rvx = Nx,
the distributional trace formula takes the form
Trdistr(
∫
h(t)Ut dt) =
∑
γ
∫
Iγ
h(u)
|1− (Fu)∗| d
∗u
where γ ranges over periodic orbits and Iγ is the isotropy group, and d
∗u a measure
with covol(Iγ) = 1. The distributional trace for a Schwartz kernel (Tf)(x) =∫
k(x, y)f(y) dy is of the form Trdistr(T ) =
∫
k(x, x) dx. For (Tf)(x) = f(F (x)),
this gives (Tf)(x) =
∫
δ(y − F (x))f(y)dy.
The work of [8] and [9] presents a different but closely related approach, where
one reformulates the noncommutative geometry method of [7] in a cohomological
form with a motivic flavor, as we explained in the previous sections.
The restriction morphism δ = (Tr◦pi)\ from the dual system of the BC endomo-
tive to its classical points, both seen as noncommutative motives in the category
of cyclic modules, can be equivalently written as
δ(f) =
∑
n∈N
f(1, nρ, nλ) =
∑
q∈Q∗
f˜(q(ρ, λ)) = E(f˜)
where f˜ is an extension by zero outside of Zˆ× R+ ⊂ AQ.
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The Hilbert space L2δ(AQ/Q∗)0 is replaced here by the cyclic-module Aˆ\β,0. This
requires different analytic techniques based on nuclear spaces, as in [31].
This provides a cohomological interpretation for the map E and for the spectral
realization, which is now associated to the scaling action θ on the cohomology
HC0(D(A, ϕ)), which replaces the role of the Hilbert space H of (2.3).
One has an action of CQ = A∗Q/Q∗ on H1 := HC0(D(A, ϕ)) by
ϑ(f) =
∫
CQ
f(g)ϑg d
∗g
for f ∈ S(CQ), a strong Schwartz space. Weil’s explicit formula then has a global
trace formula interpretation as
Tr(ϑ(f)|H1) = fˆ(0) + fˆ(1)−∆ •∆f(1)−
∑
v
∫ ′
(K∗v,eKv )
f(u−1)
|1− u| d
∗u,
The term ∆ • ∆ = log |a| = − log |D|, with D the discriminant for a number
field, can be thought of as a self intersection of the diagonal, with the discriminant
playing a role analogous to the Euler characteristic χ(C) of the curve for a function
field Fq(C).
Thus, summarizing briefly the main differences between the approach of [7] and
that of [8], [9], we have the following situation. In the trace formula for Tr(RΛU(f))
of [7] only the zeros on the critical line are involved and the Riemann hypothesis
problem is equivalent to the problem of extending the semi-local trace formula to
a global trace formula. This can be thought of in physical terms as a problem of
passing from finitely many degrees of freedom to infinitely many, or equivalently
from a quantum mechanical system to quantum field theory. In the setting of [8]
and [9], instead, one has a global trace formula for Tr(ϑ(f)|H1) and all the zeros
of the Riemann zeta function are involved, since one is no longer working in the
Hilbert space setting that is biased in favor of the critical line. In this setting the
Riemann hypothesis becomes equivalent to a positivity statement
Tr
(
ϑ(f ? f ])|H1
) ≥ 0 ∀f ∈ S(CQ),
where
(f1 ? f2)(g) =
∫
f1(k)f2(k
−1g)d∗g
with the multiplicative Haar measure d∗g and the adjoint is given by
f ](g) = |g|−1f(g−1).
This second setting makes for a more direct comparison with the algebro-
geometric and motivic setting of the Weil proof of the Riemann hypothesis for
function fields, which is based on similar ingredients: the Weil explicit formula and
a positivity statement for the trace of correspondences.
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In a nutshell, the structure of the Weil proof for function fields is the following.
The Riemann hypothesis for function fields K = Fq(C) is the statement that the
eigenvalues λn of Frobenius have |λj | = q1/2 in the zeta function
ζK(s) =
∏
ΣK
(1− q−nvs)−1 = P (q
−s)
(1− q−s)(1− q1−s) ,
with P (T ) =
∏
(1−λnT ) the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius Fr∗ acting
on e´tale cohomology H1et(C¯,Q`). This statement is shown to be equivalent to a
positivity statement Tr(Z?Z ′) > 0 for the trace of correspondences Z =
∑
n anFr
n
obtained from the Frobenius. Correspondences here are divisors Z ⊂ C×C. These
have a degree, codegree, and trace
d(Z) = Z • (P × C) d′(Z) = Z • (C × P )
Tr(Z) = d(Z) + d′(Z)− Z •∆,
with ∆ the diagonal in C×C. One first adjusts the degree of the correspondence by
trivial correspondences C × P and P ×C, then one applies Riemann–Roch to the
divisor on the curve P 7→ Z(P ) of deg = g and shows that it is linearly equivalent
to an effective divisor. Then using d(Z ? Z ′) = d(Z)d′(Z) = gd′(Z) = d′(Z ? Z ′),
one gets
Tr(Z ? Z ′) = 2gd′(Z) + (2g − 2)d′(Z)− Y •∆
≥ (4g − 2)d′(Z)− (4g − 4)d′(Z) = 2d′(Z) ≥ 0
,
where Z ? Z ′ = d′(Z)∆ + Y .
In the noncommutative geometry setting of [8] and [9] the role of the Frobenius
correspondences is played by the scaling action of elements g ∈ CK by
Zg = {(x, g−1x)} ⊂ AK/K∗ × AK/K∗ (2.5)
and more generally Z(f) =
∫
CK
f(g)Zg d
∗g with f ∈ S(CK). These correspon-
dences also have a degree and codegree
d(Z(f)) = fˆ(1) =
∫
f(u)|u| d∗u
with d(Zg) = |g| and
d′(Z(f)) = d(Z(f¯ ])) =
∫
f(u) d∗u = fˆ(0).
Adjusting degree d(Z(f)) = fˆ(1) is possible by adding elements h ∈ V, where V
is the range of the restriction map δ = Tr ◦ ρ,
h(u, λ) =
∑
n∈Z×
η(nλ)
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with λ ∈ R∗+ and u ∈ Zˆ∗, where CQ = Zˆ∗ × R∗+. Indeed, one can find an element
h ∈ V with hˆ(1) 6= 0 since Fubini’s theorem fails,∫
R
∑
n
η(nλ) dλ 6=
∑
n
∫
R
η(nλ)dλ = 0.
One does not have a good replacement in this setting for principal divisors and
linear equivalence, although one expects that the role of Riemann–Roch should be
played by an index theorem in noncommutative geometry.
3 Endomotives and F1-geometry
In trying to exploit the analogies between function fields and number fields to
import some of the ideas and methods of the Weil proof to the number fields con-
text, one of the main questions is whether one can construct a geometric object
playing the role of the product C ×Fq C over which the Weil argument with cor-
respondences Z =
∑
anFr
n is developed. We have seen in the previous section
a candidate space built using noncommutative geometry, through the correspon-
dences Zg of (2.5) on the adele class space. A different approach within algebraic
geometry, aims at developing a geometry “over the field with one element” that
would make it possible to interpret Spec(Z) as an analog of the curve, with a
suitable space Spec(Z)×F1 Spec(Z) playing the role of C ×Fq C.
The whole idea about a “field with one element”, though no such thing can
obviously exist in the usual sense, arises from early considerations of Tits on the
behavior of the counting of points over finite fields in various examples of finite
geometries. For instance, for q = pk,
#Pn−1(Fq) =
#(An(Fq)r {0})
#Gm(Fq)
=
qn − 1
q − 1 = [n]q
#Gr(n, j)(Fq) = #{Pj(Fq) ⊂ Pn(Fq)}
=
[n]q!
[j]q![n− j]q! =
(
n
j
)
q
where one sets
[n]q! = [n]q[n− 1]q · · · [1]q, [0]q! = 1.
In all this cases, the expression one obtains when setting q = 1 still makes sense
and it appears to suggest a geometric replacement for each object. For example
one obtains
Pn−1(F1) := finite set of cardinality n
Gr(n, j)(F1) := set of subsets of cardinality j.
These observations suggestes the existence of something like a notion of algebraic
geometry over F1, even though one need not have a direct definition of F1 itself.
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Further observations along these lines by Kapranov–Smirnov enriched the pic-
ture with a notion of “field extensions” F1n of F1, which are described in terms of
actions of the monoid {0} ∪ µn, with µn the group of n-th roots of unity.
In this sense, one can say that a vector space over F1n is a pointed set (V, v)
endowed with a free action of µn on V r{v} and linear maps are just permutations
compatible with the action.
So, as observed by Soule´ and Kapranov–Smirnov, although one does not define
F1n and F1 directly, one can make sense of the change of coefficients from F1 to Z
as
F1n ⊗F1 Z := Z[t, t−1]/(tn − 1).
Various different approaches to F1-geometry have been developed recently by
many authors: Soule´, Haran, Deitmar, Dourov, Manin, Toe¨n–Vaquie, Connes–
Consani, Borger, Lo´pez-Pen˜a and Lorscheid. Several of these viewpoints can be
regarded as ways of providing descent data for rings from Z to F1. We do not enter
here into a comparative discussion of these different approaches: a good overview
of the current status of the subject is given in [24]. We are interested here in some
of those versions of F1-geometry that can be directly connected with the noncom-
mutative geometry approach described in the previous sections. We focus on the
following approaches:
• Descent data determined by cyclotomic points (Soule´ [32])
• Descent data by Λ-ring structures (Borger [3])
• Analytic geometry over F1 (Manin [27])
Soule´ introduced in [32] a notion of gadgets over F1. These are triples of data
(X,AX , ex,σ), where X : R → Sets covariant functor from a category R of finitely
generated flat rings, which can be taken to be the subcategory of rings generated
by the group rings Z[Z/nZ]; AX is complex algebra, with evaluation maps ex,σ
such that, for all x ∈ X(R) and σ : R → C one has an algebra homomorphism
ex,σ : AX → C with
ef(y),σ = ey,σ◦f
for any ring homomorphism f : R′ → R.
For example, affine varieties VZ over Z define gadgets X = G(VZ), by setting
X(R) = Hom(O(V ), R) and AX = O(V )⊗ C.
An affine variety over F1 is then a gadget with X(R) finite, and a variety XZ
with a morphism of gadgets X → G(XZ), with the property that, for all morphisms
X → G(VZ) there exists a unique algebraic morphism XZ → VZ, which functorially
corresponds to the morphism of gadgets.
The Soule´ data can be thought of as a descent condition from Z to F1, by
regarding them as selecting among varieties defined over Z those that are deter-
mined by the data of their cyclotomic points X(R), for R = Z[Z/nZ]. This selects
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varieties that are very combinatorial in nature. For example, smooth toric vari-
eties are geometries over F1 in this and all the other currently available flavors of
F1-geometry.
Borger’s approach to F1-geometry in [3] is based on a different way of defining
descent conditions from Z to F1, using lifts of Frobenius, encoded in the algebraic
structure of Λ-rings. This was developed by Grothendieck in the context of char-
acteristic classes and the Riemann–Roch theorem, where it relates to operations
in K-theory, but it can be defined abstractly in the following way.
For a ring R, whose underlying abelian group is torsion free, a Λ-ring structure
is an action of the multiplicative semigroup N of positive integers by endomor-
phisms lifting Frobenius, namely, such that
sp(x)− xp ∈ pR, ∀x ∈ R.
Morphisms of Λ-rings are ring homomorphisms f : R → R′ compatible with the
actions, f ◦ sk = s′k ◦ f .
The Bost–Connes endomotive, which is at the basis of the noncommutative
geometry approach to the Riemann hypothesis, relates directly to both of these
notions of F1 geometry in a very natural way.
3.1 Endomotives and Soule´’s F1-geometry. The relation between the BC
endomotive and Soule´’s F1 geometry was investigated in [10]. One first considers a
model over Z of the BC algebra. This requires eliminating denominators from the
relations of the algebra over Q. It can be done by replacing the crossed product by
ring endomorphisms by a more subtle “crossed product” by correspondences. More
precisely, one considers the algebra AZ,BC generated by Z[Q/Z] and elements µ∗n,
µ˜n with relations
µ˜nµ˜m = µ˜nm
µ∗nµ
∗
m = µ
∗
nm
µ∗nµ˜n = n
µ˜nµ
∗
m = µ
∗
mµ˜n (n,m) = 1.
µ∗nx = σn(x)µ
∗
n and xµ˜n = µ˜nσn(x),
where σn(e(r)) = e(nr) for r ∈ Q/Z.
Notice that here the ring homomorphisms ρn(x) = µnxµ
∗
n are replaced by
ρ˜n(x) = µ˜nxµ
∗
n, which are no longer ring homomorphisms, but correspondences.
The resulting “crossed product” is indicated by the notationAZ,BC = Z[Q/Z]oρ˜N.
One then observes that roots of unity
µ(k)(R) = {x ∈ R |xk = 1} = HomZ(Ak, R)
with Ak = Z[t, t−1]/(tk − 1), can be organized as a system of varieties over F1 in
two different ways. As an inductive system they define the multiplicative group
Gm as a variety over F1 by taking
µ(n)(R) ⊂ µ(m)(R), n|m, Am  An
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and by taking the complex algebra to be AX = C(S1).
As a projective system, which corresponds to the BC endomotive, one uses the
morphisms ξm,n : Xn  Xm
ξm,n : µ
(n)(R) µ(m)(R), n|m
and obtains a pro-variety
µ∞(R) = HomZ(Z[Q/Z], R),
which arises from the projective system of affine varieties over F1
ξm,n : F1n ⊗F1 Z→ F1m ⊗F1 Z,
where the complex algebra is taken to be AX = C[Q/Z].
The affine varieties µ(n) over F1 are defined by gadgets G(Spec(Q[Z/nZ])),
which form a projective system of gadgets. The endomorphisms σn of varieties
over Z, are also endomorphisms of gadgets and of F1-varieties.
The extensions F1n of Kapranov–Smirnov correspond to the free actions of
roots of unity
ζ 7→ ζn, n ∈ N and ζ 7→ ζα ↔ e(α(r)), α ∈ Zˆ
and these can be regarded as the Frobenius action on F1∞ . It should be noted
that, indeed, in reductions mod p of the integral Bost–Connes endomotive these
do correspond to the Frobenius, so that one can consider the BC endomotive as
describing the tower of extensions F1n together with the Frobenius action.
As shown in [10], one can obtain characteristic p versions of the BC endomotive
by separating out the parts
Q/Z = Qp/Zp × (Q/Z)(p)
with denominators that are powers of p and denominators that are prime to p.
One then has a crossed product algebra
K[Qp/Zp]o pZ
+
with endomorphisms σn for n = p
` and ` ∈ Z+.
The Frobenius ϕFp(x) = x
p of the field K in characteristic p satisfies
(σp` ⊗ ϕ`Fp)(f) = fp
`
for f ∈ K[Q/Z] so that one has
(σp` ⊗ ϕ`Fp)(e(r)⊗ x) = e(p`r)⊗ xp
`
= (e(r)⊗ x)p` .
This shows that the BC endomorphisms restrict to Frobenius on the mod p reduc-
tions of the system: σp` induces the Frobenius correspondence on the pro-variety
µ∞ ⊗Z K.
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3.2 Endomotives and Borger’s F1-geometry via Λ-rings. This is also the
key observation in relating the BC endomotive to Borger’s point of view [3] on
F1-geometry. One sees, in fact, that the Bost–Connes endomotive is a direct limit
of Λ-rings
Rn = Z[t, t−1]/(tn − 1) sk(P )(t, t−1) = P (tk, t−k),
where the Λ-ring structures are given by the endomorphism action of N, and the
maps of the direct system are given again by the (2.1), (2.2). The action of Zˆ that
combines the action of symmetries Zˆ∗ by automorphisms of the BC system and
the endomorphisms that give the Λ-ring structure is given by
α ∈ Zˆ : (ζ : x 7→ ζx) 7→ (ζ : x 7→ ζαx),
which transforms a free action by roots of unity ζ on a set of elements x into a
new action by ζα, where we identify Zˆ = Hom(Q/Z,Q/Z). This agrees with the
notion of Frobenius over F1∞ proposed by Haran.
In fact, one can see the relation to Λ-rings more precisely by introducing mul-
tivariable generalizations of the BC endomotive as in [28].
One considers as varieties the algebraic tori Tn = (Gm)n with endomorphisms
α ∈Mn(Z)+, with Mn(Z)+ the semigroup of integer matrices with positive deter-
minant. One constructs, as in the case of the BC endomotive the preimages
Xα = {t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Tn | sα(t) = t0}
organized into a projective system with maps
ξα,β : Xβ → Xα, t 7→ tγ , α = βγ ∈Mn(Z)+
t 7→ tγ = σγ(t) = (tγ111 tγ122 · · · tγ1nn , . . . , tγn11 tγn22 · · · tγnnn ).
The projective limit X = lim←−αXα carries a semigroup action of Mn(Z)
+.
One can then consider the algebra C(X(Q¯)) ∼= Q[Q/Z]⊗n with generators
e(r1)⊗ · · · ⊗ e(rn) and the crossed product
An = Q[Q/Z]⊗n oρMn(Z)+
generated by e(r) and µα, µ
∗
α with
ρα(e(r)) = µαe(r)µ
∗
α =
1
detα
∑
α(s)=r
e(s)
σα(e(r)) = µ
∗
αe(r)µα = e(α(r))
This corresponds to the action of the family of endomorphisms
σα(e(r)) = µ
∗
αe(r)µα.
These multivariable versions relate to the Λ-rings notion of F1-geometry through
a theorem of Borger–de Smit, which shows that every torsion free finite rank Λ-ring
embeds in a finite product of copies of Z[Q/Z], where the action of N is compatible
with the diagonal action Sn,diag ⊂Mn(Z)+ in the multivariable BC endomotives.
Thus, the multivariable BC endomotives are universal for Λ-rings.
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3.3 Endomotives and Manin’s analytic geometry over F1. These multi-
variable generalizations of the BC endomotive introduced in [28] are also closely
related to Manin’s approach to analytic geometry over F1 of [27], which is based
on the Habiro ring as a ring of analytic functions of roots of unity. The Habiro
ring [18] is defined as the projective limit
Ẑ[q] = lim←−
n
Z[q]/((q)n)
where
(q)n = (1− q)(1− q2) · · · (1− qn)
and one has morphisms Z[q]/((q)n) Z[q]/((q)k) for k ≤ n, since (q)k|(q)n. This
ring has evaluation maps at roots of unity that are surjective ring homomorphisms
evζ : Ẑ[q]→ Z[ζ],
but which, combined, give an injective homomorphism
ev : Ẑ[q]→
∏
ζ∈Z
Z[ζ].
The elements of the Habiro ring also have Taylor series expansions at all roots of
unity
τζ : Ẑ[q]→ Z[ζ][[q − ζ]],
which also are injective ring homomorphisms. Thus, they behave like “analytic
functions on roots of unity”.
As argued in [28], the Habiro ring provides then another model for the non-
commutative geometry of the cyclotomic tower, replacing Q[Q/Z] with Ẑ[q].
One considers endomorphisms σn(f)(q) = f(q
n), which lift P (ζ) 7→ P (ζn) in
Z[ζ] through the evaluation maps evζ . This gives an action of N by endomorphisms
and one can form a group crossed product
AZ,q = Ẑ[q]∞ oQ∗+
where AZ,q is generated by Ẑ[q] and by elements µn and µ∗n with
µnσn(f) = fµn, µ
∗
nf = σn(f)µ
∗
n.
The ring Ẑ[q]∞ = ∪NAN , with AN generated by the µNfµ∗N satisfies
Ẑ[q]∞ = lim−→
n
(σn : Ẑ[q]→ Ẑ[q]).
These maps are injective and determine automorphisms σn : Ẑ[q]∞ → Ẑ[q]∞.
Another way to describe this is in terms of the ring PZ of polynomials in Q-powers
qr. One has
PˆZ = lim←−
N
PZ/JN
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where JN is the ideal generated by (qr)N = (1 − qr) · · · (1 − qrN ), with r ∈ Q∗+,
and
Ẑ[q]∞ ' PˆZ, µnfµ∗n 7→ f(q1/n),
where ρr(f)(q) = f(q
r).
In [27], Manin also introduced multivariable versions of the Habiro ring,
̂Z[q1, . . . , qn] = lim←−
N
Z[q1, . . . , qn]/In,N , (3.1)
where In,N is the ideal(
(q1 − 1)(q21 − 1) · · · (qN1 − 1), . . . , (qn − 1)(q2n − 1) · · · (qNn − 1)
)
.
These again have evaluations at roots of unity
ev(ζ1,...,ζn) :
̂Z[q1, . . . , qn]→ Z[ζ1, . . . , ζn]
and Taylor series expansions
TZ : ̂Z[q1, . . . , qn]→ Z[ζ1, . . . , ζn][[q1 − ζ1, . . . , qn − ζn]],
for all Z = (ζ1, . . . , ζn) in Zn, with Z the set of all roots of unity.
One can equivalently describe (3.1) as
̂Z[q1, . . . , qn] = lim←−
N
Z[q1, . . . , qn, q−11 , . . . , q
−1
n ]/Jn,N
where Jn,N is the ideal generated by the (qi − 1) · · · (qNi − 1), for i = 1, . . . , n and
the (q−1i − 1) · · · (q−Ni − 1). Conside then again the algebraic tori Tn = (Gm)n,
with algebra Q[ti, t−1i ]. Using the notation
tα = (tαi )i=1,...,n with t
α
i =
∏
j
t
αij
j ,
we can define the semigroup action of α ∈Mn(Z)+
q 7→ σα(q) = σα(q1, . . . , qn) =
(qα111 q
α12
2 · · · qα1nn , . . . , qαn11 qαn22 · · · qαnnn ) = qα
analogous to the case of the multivariable BC endomotives discussed above, of
which these constitute an analog in the setting of analytic F1-geometry.
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4 DG-algebras and noncommutative motives
The noncommutative motives we encountered so far in this overview are derived
from two sources: the abelian category of cyclic modules and the category of en-
domotives, which are a very special kind of zero-dimensional noncommutative
space combining Artin motives and endomorphism actions. More generally, one
would like to incorporate higher dimensional algebraic varieties and correspon-
dences given by algebraic cycles, together with their self maps, and construct
larger categories of noncommutative spaces that generalize what we saw here in a
zero-dimensional setting. In particular, this would be needed in order to generalize
some of the results obtained so far for the Riemann zeta function using noncom-
mutative geometry, like the trace formulae discussed above, to the more general
context of L-functions of algebraic varieties and motives.
When one wishes to combine higher dimensional algebraic varieties with non-
commutative spaces, one needs to pay attention to the substantially different way
in which one treats the rings of functions in the two settings. This is not visible
in a purely zero-dimensional case where one deals only with Artin motives. When
one treats noncommutative spaces as algebras, one point of view is that one es-
sentially only needs to deal with the affine case. The reason behind this is the fact
that the way to describe in noncommutative geometry the gluing of affine charts,
or any other kind of identification, is by considering the convolution algebra of
the equivalence relation that implements the identifications. So, at the expense of
no longer working with commutative algebras, one gains the possibility of always
working with a single algebra of functions.
When one tries to combine noncommutative spaces with algebraic varieties,
however, one wants to be able to deal directly with the algebro-geometric descrip-
tion of arbitrary quasi-projective varieties. This is where a more convenient ap-
proach is provided by switching the point of view from algebras to categories. The
main result underlying the categorical approach to combining noncommutative
geometry and motives is the fact that the derived category D(X) of quasicoherent
sheaves on a quasiseparated quasicompact scheme X is equivalent to the derived
category D(A•) of a DG-algebra A•, which is unique up to derived Morita equiv-
alence, see [2], [22]. Thus, passing to the setting of DG-algebras and DG-category
provides a good setting where algebraic varieties can be treated, up to derived
Morita equivalence, as noncommutative spaces.
A related question is the notion of correspondences between noncommutative
spaces. We have seen in this short survey different notions of correspondences: mor-
phisms of cyclic modules, among which one finds morphisms of algebras, bimod-
ules, Morita equivalences, and traces. We also saw the correspondences associated
to the scaling action of CK on the noncommutative adeles class space AK/K∗. More
generally, the problem of identifying the best class of morphisms of noncommuta-
tive spaces (or better of noncommutative motives) that accounts for all the desired
features remains a question that is not settled in a completely satisfactory way. A
comparison between different notions of correspondences in the analytic setting of
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KK-theory and in the context of derived algebraic geometry was given recently in
[26], while a “motivic” category with correspondences based on noncommutative
spaces defined as spectral triples and a version of smooth KK-theory was proposed
in [30]. Again, a closer interplay between the analytic approach to noncommutative
geometry via algebras, KK-theory, spectral triples, and such smooth differential
notions, and the algebro-geometric approach via DG-categories and derived al-
gebraic geometry is likely to play a crucial role in identifying the best notion of
correspondences in noncommutative geometry.
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